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Abstract  
 

How do transitions to sustainability emerge? Save Rosia Montana Campaign is a representative 

socio-environmental movement, that cancelled an open-cast gold mining project in the urban-

village of Rosia Montana, Romania. After almost 20 years of conflict with the mining project 

initiators, the people that oppose mining are now struggling for implementing tourism as an 

alternative development of the place, that could allow the possibility of sustainable development. 

The research aims to assess the extent that Rosia Montana represents an example of an 

environmental conflict that generates change towards sustainable development. The paper 

reconstructs the history of conflict around Rosia Montana by using the theoretical framework of 

ecological distribution conflict, while it's investigating the outcomes that this struggle produced. 

By revealing the visions of sustainable development and the challenges experienced by the 

opposition to mining, we can understand the notion of alternatives in conflict. The alternatives 

to development from Rosia Montana are questioning conventional perceptions of development 

and democracy, while requesting social transformation for meeting their needs and enhancing 

their quality of life. 

Keywords: ecological distribution conflict, alternative development, environmental justice 

movements, sustainability transitions. 
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List of abbreviations. Table no. 1 
 

This table includes the abbreviations that will be used throughout the paper. 

 

List of tables and figures: 
1. Table no. 1- List of abbreviation 

2. Table no. 2 - Anonymisation of respondents 

3. Figure no. 1 - The circular motion presented in the conceptual framework by Scheidel et 

al. (2017) Source: (Scheidel, Temper, Demaria, & Martínez-Alier, 2017) 

4. Table no. 3 - Concerns about the mining project 

  

RMGC Rosia Montana Gold Corporation 

SRMC Save Rosia Montana Campaign 

UNESCO The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation 

ICOMOS International Council on Monuments and Sites 

LVC La Via Campesina 
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1. Introduction 
 

 Sustainable development represents a dominant development paradigm of our times, 

which intends to provide just advancement by assuring the quality of life of present and future 

generations  (Brundtland, 1987). The concept of sustainability is referring to a development that 

includes the protection of the environment while assuring equity among individuals. In time, many 

definitions of sustainable development were produced to encompass the challenging aims of this 

concept. One of the most common approaches is the triangular conceptualisation of sustainable 

development that encompasses three pillars: economy, environment and society (Kemp & 

Martens, 2017). Thus, sustainable development represents an advancement that takes into 

consideration all those pillars in its process. 

 

Along the time, sustainable development became a highly contested concept as people 

tend to interpret it in many ways. Even though it started from the idea of integrating 

environmental protection in the development of our industrialised society, its definition obtained 

different perspectives. Sustainability scholars attempted to understand the multiple dimensions of 

this complex concept for the ambition of reorganising society in a just way.  

 

One perception regarding sustainable development is explained by Seghezzo (2009) 

where he is contesting the classic definition of sustainable development.  Seghezzo explained how 

the idea of the three pillars is limiting the perception of sustainability. In return, he offers other 

dimensions through which the “person dimension” (Seghezzo, 2009, p. 547) as a reflection of 

individuality and interior of people, that should represent an important factor. Seghezzo pointed 

out that “personal happiness and subjective wellbeing seem to be relatively disconnected from 

economic wealth, environmental quality, and even social justice” (Seghezzo, 2009, p. 550).  

 

Kemp and Martens argued that “sustainable development is an inherently subjective 

concept and for this reason requires deliberative forms of governance and assessment” (Kemp & 

Martens, 2017, p. 5). They explain how sustainability or unsustainability represent concepts that 

are defined by social consensus between individuals, while those perspectives are different 

depending on the place where they are debated (Kemp & Martens, 2017, p. 7). They also argue 

how important it is to take into consideration “different individual viewpoints and knowledge in 

processes of deliberation and assessment” (Kemp & Martens, 2017, p. 8) for the realisation of 

sustainable development.  
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The notion of sustainability has multiple definitions and meanings that are changing under 

various circumstances while it has different interpretations given by various actors. Sustainability 

should represent a continuously developing concept that has the power to adapt and meet the 

needs of nowadays situation, as well as it should imply an understanding of how collections of 

various aspects (such as the economy, environment, social justice, place, persons etc.) interact 

and coexist. 

Judging by the multitude of perceptions, one may ask how can sustainable development be 

achieved? How can we at least advance towards it? As we know, the gap between theory and 

practice is significant.  

Referring to the three pillars, Campbell (1996) explained how various conflicts emerge among 

those dimensions, as each of those sectors is clashing as a result of various interests (Campbell, 

1996). The economic sector will conflict with the environmental sector, the first one being 

interested in economic prosperity led by market competition between different places. The 

second is concerned with the scarcity of our resources and the compulsive consumption of 

nowadays society. This interaction inevitably affects the social dimension, generating a conflict 

between those elements over how resources are distributed in the society, as well as how the 

distribution of services and the opportunities to each sector will be made. 

The present case exposed a similar situation. The case of Rosia Montana reveals a conflict of 

almost 20 years, caused by different perceptions over the possibility of development of the urban-

village of Rosia Montana.  

In the year 2000, the Canadian company Gabriel Resources, later called Rosia Montana Gold 

Corporation, proposed the development of one of the biggest open-cast gold mines in Europe, 

in the proximity of the urban village of Rosia Montana, Romania. This procedure involved the use 

of cyanide for the exploitation and implied the relocation and displacement of the residents living 

in Rosia Montana and other significant consequences on the community and environment. It has 

thus evolved in an ongoing conflict around the gold mine in Rosia Montana, which became a 

prominent issue in both Romania and abroad.  

To many outsiders, this conflict apparently ended with the victory of the protestors, yet the 

historical and current conflicts are still felt at Rosia Montana. The situation from Rosia Montana 

represents a good case to explore because it reveals a different approach to understanding 

transitions to sustainability. This suggestion may expand the way that we approach the term of 

sustainability, raising a reflective process over various elements that are contributing to such 

transitions. 
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2. Background 
 

In this section, I will compose the background of the case of Rosia Montana that will place 

the reader in the needed context. I will conclude by revealing the core idea of the case that will 

guide the rest of the thesis.   

Rosia Montana is a semi-urban village considered as the oldest settlement from Romania, 

which holds one of the biggest gold deposits in Europe. The area is known as presenting a specific 

cultural landscape, comprising of Roman mining galleries and various cultural heritage monuments 

such as miners’ houses, churches “of vernacular architecture from the Western part of Romania” 

(Merciu, Cercleux, & Peptenatu, 2015, p. 17). 

The concept of mono-industrialism needs to be clarified from the beginning to understand 

the case. Vesalon and Cretan (2013) explained how Rosia Montana was a strategically designed 

region dedicated to mining activities, like other cities that were the core of other industries 

(chemical industry at Copșa Mică or steel production at Aiud) in Romania during the communist 

period (Vesalon & Cretan, 2013). Even in those times, the mono-industrial areas represented 

serious cases for environmental and social problems, due to the concentration of the economic 

development in the areas.  

 

Such situation leaves little to no possibility of accessing other possible jobs that are outside 

the industrial mining activities. Throughout the time, many of the communist industries were 

reinvented, which explain the intention of the Romanian political elites in wanting to preserve the 

industrial character of Rosia Montana (Vesalon & Cretan, 2013). After the fall of the communism, 

many mining industries went out of function between 1998 and 2010, due to the decreasing 

demand for raw material. As Radu (2016) mentioned, this led to a big rate of unemployment in 

the area since mining was the main activity of the region (Radu, 2016).  

 

In 1997 the Canadian company Gabriel Resources proposed the development of one of 

the largest open-cast cyanide gold mines in Europe, that would have brought substantial benefits 

to the economy of Romania. The project was supposed to take place in the Apuseni Mountains 

of Transylvania, close to the urban-village of Rosia Montana. The project received approval from 

the Romanian Government in 1997, and a partnership was agreed. The collaboration was named 

Rosia Montana Gold Corporation (RMGC), formed by the two shareholders: the mining company 

of the Romanian state, Minvest Rosia Montana S.A with 19.31 % of the shares, and Gabriel 

Resources with 80.69 % (Rosia Montana Gold Corporation, 2015).  

The terms under which the project was accepted were classified as secret information 

(Gotiu, 2013). The locals of Rosia Montana (also called as Rosieni) were left outside the 

negotiation process of the project, not having the possibility of accessing any information 

regarding the terms of the project. At some point, the locals of Rosia Montana accessed the 
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information about the mining project, discovering that the plan involved “the relocation of 910 

households, displacement of about 2,000 persons from 740 houses and 138 flats, demolition of 4 

mountains, a lake of cyanide and toxic waste covering over 1800 hectares of land, demolished 

houses and buildings (many of them being of cultural patrimony such as the Roman Galleries) and 

last, but not least, the exhumation of ancestors through the destruction of nine cemeteries and 

eight churches” (Velicu, 2012, p. 127).  

As mentioned, the project implied some preparations and planning; the area needed to 

be evacuated. Thus the residents of Rosia Montana were subjected to resettlement.  The 

employees of Gabriel Resources started to inform the residents about the project as well as the 

necessity of relocation or resettlement. The individuals had to sell their houses to the company 

and could choose to move in the new neighbourhood prepared for resettlement named Recea, 

close to the city of Alba Iulia, in Alba county. However, many of the residents of Rosia Montana 

opposed the idea of changing their residence, a situation that made the company to make multiple 

requests for relocation, exerting pressure on the locals. 

The project proposed by RMGC presented various benefits that the Romanian state 

would have had from an economic point of view. The project claimed to provide “2,300 direct 

jobs during the mine construction phase, 880 direct jobs during mining operations and 3,600 jobs 

in total during operation” (Rosia Montana Gold Corporation, 2015), along with other necessities 

for the project such as infrastructure, roads, houses and schools for the use of the community. 

They offered jobs in the mining project to some of the individuals that accepted to sell their 

houses.  

The locals that disapproved the mining project (which I will refer to as the opposition to 

mining) perceived this situation as having a disastrous potential, claiming that the disadvantages 

of the project easily overthrow the advantages proclaimed by the RMGC (Gotiu, 2013). The 

project proposed by the Gabriel Resources highlighted the economic impact that the project may 

have on the local income of the individuals living at Rosia Montana, focused on the job vacancies 

that the project offered (an aspect that was strongly contested). However, considering the 

economic problems of the area, many residents supported the mining project and embraced the 

advantages of the plan. Some of them sold their properties and moved to the new neighbourhood 

prepared for relocation, and some moved to other places. Those different opinions on the mining 

project divided the community into believers and non-believers, a cause for continuous conflict 

between the two sides. 

Some of the residents of Rosia understood the potential risks on their community that 

the mining project could have had, as well as they understood that they were not given the right 

of expressing their disapproval to the project. The locals opposing the project mobilised 

themselves and created Alburnus Maior, a grassroots association that aimed at the cancellation 

of the mining project and the protection of the residents right at Rosia Montana (Velicu, 2012). 
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The news about the case of Rosia Montana spread quickly, and Alburnus Maior gathered 

supporters nationally and transnationally. Alburnus Maior mobilised “a large number of activists 

in many Romanian cities (Bucharest, Alba and Cluj), who in turn attracted attention of 

international organisations such as Greenpeace, Mining-Watch, WWF, Friends of the earth, 

ICOMOS (…) approximately forty Romanian NGOs, the Romanian Academy, universities, 

churches and public figures ” (Velicu & Kaika, 2015, p. 4). The spreading of awareness of the case 

of Rosia Montana gathered many alliances that subsequently formed the Save Rosia Montana 

Campaign (SRMC).  

This movement did not have a juridical personality or a hierarchy, it was based on 

voluntary participation and organised after necessities and resources. They had at their disposal 

minimal funds from donations, sponsorships and partnerships (Gotiu, 2013). The campaigns’ 

supporters were actively engaging in court actions, petitions, protests, public debates, coalition 

such as Cyanide free Romania (Velicu & Kaika, 2015). 

 The campaign also founded the Hay-Fest, an activist festival that was happening annually 

at Rosia Montana and was based on 100 % voluntary work and it had a significant impact on the 

tourism of the area; this further offered the idea of proposing Rosia Montana to enter UNESCO1 

World Heritage Sites as well as it opened debates about the potential of the area for eco-tourism, 

agro-tourism and archaeological tourism. 

In 2013, the Social-Democratic party intended to rush the possibility of opening the mining 

project and proposed to change the mining law. It was suggested, “that the state owns all mineral 

resources including water and gases, and therefore, extractive activities are to be considered 

public utility for which the state can make forced expropriation” (Velicu, 2015, p. 850). This 

proposal was brought to the Parliament by the prime-minister from that time, Victor Ponta, and 

was voted in by the members of the parliament, which meant that this law would have allowed 

various corporations to exploit Romania’s resources under the excuse of national development 

(Velicu, 2015).  

 

This announcement triggered a series of protests in the autumn of 2013. Romanians 

haven’t seen since such a magnitude of protesters since the fall of the communism: “over fifty 

thousand people from the largest cities of Romania took it to the streets shouting, ‘the 

corporation should not make the legislation’” (Velicu, 2015, p. 851). Those massive 

demonstrations stopped the legislation change, and the mining project could not go any further.  

 

The cancellation of the project had other outcomes. The conflict over the development 

of Rosia Montana project made Gabriel Resources file “a request for Arbitration before the 

World Bank's International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes ("ICSID") against 

Romania, pursuant to the agreements between the Government of Romania and each of the 

                                                      
1 The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation is a specialized agency of the United 

Nations. Source: Wikipedia, accessed 5/3/2018 
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Government of Canada and the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 

Northern Ireland for the Promotion and Reciprocal Protection of Investments” (“Gabriel 

Resources”, n.d.). The Romanian state was accused that through the cancellation of the project 

the company was deprived of the investments it had made.  

 

The core idea of the Rosia Montana case is the conflict over the perception of what 

represents a legitimate and an illegitimate way for development and quality of life. Those 

different perceptions contributed to the division of the community in Rosia Montana, into the 

pro-mining group, the confused individuals in the middle, and the group that is against mining. 

The ‘legitimate’ development as seen from the pro-mining perspective supported by a part of the 

community, the Canadian company that earns the knowledge for such operations, and the 

Romanian political elites, see the exploitation of the gold deposits in the area as a desirable 

outcome and appropriate way of advancement.  

 

Other locals of the community compose the other side, along with the socio-environmental 

activists and other actors that form the opposition against the mining project. In their efforts of 

sabotaging the mining project, they embraced the idea of alternative ways of development at 

Rosia Montana. Their purpose was that of preserving the area, considered as valuable due to its 

important historical background as being one of the oldest settlement of Romania that host 

‘treasures’ of national heritage and the ancient Roman galleries. What evolved as activist 

movements transformed in a new perspective about possible directions of development of the 

area, perspectives that evolved as a potential solution in preserving Rosia Montana by including 

it in the UNESCO heritage. 

 The desire to implement alternatives to development at Rosia Montana was justified as 

representing a possibility of sustainable development to the area. Those locals opposed the mining 

project claiming it unsustainable and harmful to the community and the environment, thus 

proposing alternatives for sustainability.  

 

3. Research aim and research questions 
 

Considering the case, how should we perceive the situation of Rosia Montana? How are the 

endeavours done by opposition to mining functioning towards sustainable development in the 

actual context? How should we reflect on the actions in a wider context where people are 

struggling for sustainable development? 

The research aims to assess the extent that conflict over Rosia Montana represents an 

example of an environmental conflict engendering change towards sustainable development. In 

doing this, it reconstructs the history of conflict around Rosia Montana utilising the lens of 
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Ecological Distribution Conflict Framework proposed by Scheidel et al. (2017). The conceptual 

framework is referring to the way that ecological distribution conflicts have an essential impact 

to sustainability because they are shedding light over situations were unsustainability emerges 

(Scheidel et al. 2017). A detailed approach to this framework will be made in the theoretical 

chapter.  

In this regard, research questions on two levels were established: 

Empirical questions: 

• What conceptualisations of sustainable development are being attempted in Rosia 

Montana? 

• What challenges are being faced in efforts to promote sustainable development? 

Theoretical question: 

• To what extent the alternatives to development at Rosia Montana are nurtured in 

conflict? 

 

Through this research, I intend to offer a version of how we can perceive the case of 

Rosia Montana. The conceptual framework proposed by Scheidel et al. (2017) represents a 

dynamic model through which we can understand transitions to sustainability. The core of the 

framework is represented by the concept of conflict, usually correlated with undesirable 

outcomes. The framework offers a different formulation of the concept of conflict and its 

consequences.  

This lens is allowing reflections over causal processes that attempt transitions to 

sustainability in which conflict stands as an influential factor that modulates such transitions. By 

realising the role of conflict in this progressive process, we may be introduced to a different way 

of understanding transformations towards sustainability. Judging after the way the situation is 

unfolding at Rosia Montana, the conceptual framework of Scheidel et al. (2017) is an eligible way 

of looking at the case. Since sustainability is a highly contested concept and its achievement 

represents a considerable challenge, we should consider various ways of examining it. Perceiving 

the multitude of scenarios and approaches could only represent a benefit that may bring us closer 

to discovering paths of comprehending sustainability. 

Therefore, this research represents an explanative model that may offer a way of 

understanding processes towards sustainability. The empirical research questions have the role 

in exposing visions and challenges of sustainability at Rosia Montana, yet in the same time, those 

questions will formulate the grounds on which the theoretical approach will take form.  

The thesis treats different elements that are essential for understanding the conceptual 

framework. Hence, the thesis will continue through the presentation of the methodology section 

that will offer details about the research design used in the study as well as some ethical 
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considerations. Furthermore, I will reveal the conceptual framework that will guide the analysis 

of the case as well as other complementary theories that will ease the understanding of the case 

of Rosia Montana. Moreover, I will present the situation from Rosia Montana as being an 

ecological distribution conflict. The following section will present how conceptualisations of 

sustainable development emerged at Rosia Montana continued by introducing the initiatives for 

alternative development and the narrative for sustainable development that the resistance to 

mining has. Furthermore, I will present the challenges faced by individuals that promote 

sustainable development. In the final chapter, I will analyse the extent that conflict over Rosia 

Montana nurtured alternatives to development and change towards sustainable development. 

Lastly, the conclusions are summarising the main points of the thesis will open a critical discussion 

of the framework used. 

 

 

4. Methodology  
 

4.1 A study case 

 
Even from the early stages of documenting the topic, I realised how complex the case is 

and the different connections that transcend it. In this regard, I chose to expose my research as 

a study case to construct a complete and in-depth explanation of the social phenomena that I 

investigated (Zainal, 2007).  

The research represents a study case of an environmental conflict that takes a holistic 

approach to reconstruct the history of Rosia Montana. This reconstruction has the aim to analyse 

the way that ecological distribution conflicts are shaping outcomes in different stages of the case 

of Rosia Montana. In this regard, the case represents a descriptive but also an explanatory case 

study (Zainal, 2007). The case of Rosia Montana reflects the struggle of individuals forming the 

opposition to mining (a group representing the unit of analysis of the case) for generating 

sustainability transitions in a system governed by the principles of an extractive type of economy. 

 I considered the study case to be a relevant choice regarding the nature of the research 

focus in the case of Rosia Montana, as its complexity requires an integrated approach. Moreover, 

I chose the case study as a method that allowed me to examine the unit of analysis intensively 

and its relation to the theory. The case demonstrates how the data generated different 

conceptual ideas that are connected (Bryman, 2012).  

Flyvbjerg stressed that “the choice of method should clearly depend on the problem under 

study and its circumstances” (Flyvbjerg, 2006, p. 226). I realised that the research needed to take 

a form that could encompass the multitude of aspects that compose the situation at Rosia 

Montana. The case study represents a “detailed or intensive analysis of a single case” (Bryman, 
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2012, p. 66), a method that can provide a complex investigation of a topic while creating context-

depended knowledge (Flyvbjerg, 2006). Another way that this study could have been conducted 

is through applying a discourse analysis. 

 Flyvbjerg argued about the importance and relevance of case studies in the field of social 

sciences as offering practical tools that can help in the comprehension of a certain phenomenon. 

However, Bryman explains how case studies cannot be generalised and are not always 

representative; findings cannot always be applied to other cases (Bryman, 2012).  

 

  4.2 Methods 

 
 As explained earlier, I intended to compose a detailed analysis of the case, and in this 

regard, I aimed for qualitative research instead of quantitative. I considered that the quantitative 

approach would have limited me to understand the phenomenon. Zainal (2007) argued that 

through study cases “a researcher is able to go beyond the quantitative statistical results and 

understand the behavioural conditions through the actor’s perspective.” (Zainal, 2007, p. 1). This 

is a position that I wanted to assume in the research to fully understand the situation from Rosia 

Montana by interacting with the respondents. 

 

 The collection of the data for the historical reconstruction of the case of Rosia Montana 

was made by consulting a variety of sources that were addressing the topic. I have made use of 

books written on the subject, scientific journals, anthologies, scientific articles, online newspapers, 

websites and various virtual documents from the internet to compose a complex profile of the 

topic. By applying the qualitative content analysis, I structured the findings into themes and 

managed to form the base of data for my research. However, throughout the process, I intended 

to approach this information in a critical matter, an aspect that urged me to validate the data 

collected through fieldwork.  

 

Besides the construction of the historical background of Rosia Montana, I decided to 

investigate a part less approached by previous research on this topic, and that is the alternatives 

to development from Rosia Montana. Also, I couldn’t obtain any information about the actual 

case of Rosia Montana from virtual sources which urged my curiosity in finding more about the 

nowadays situation of the case as well as about the initiatives. 

 

 My interest expanded as I realised that the endeavours for alternative ways of 

development are not manifesting only at a local level, the case of Rosia Montana being in the focus 

of actors such as NGOs’ as well as politicians. In this regard, eight interviews were done with 

residents of Rosia Montana, one interview with a representative of an NGO, Mining Watch, (in 

the city Cluj Napoca, Romania). Another interview with a deputy of Cluj in the Parliament of 

Romania was done to document how the situation of Rosia Montana is unfolding at the national 
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level. Lastly, I interviewed a representative of EcoRuralis (an association of food sovereignty in 

Cluj Napoca), that took part in the Save Rosia Montana Campaign. I realised two interview guides: 

a complex one that could encompass questions for both the locals of Rosia Montana and the 

initiatives that are happening there; and an elite interview guide for the politicians.  The interview 

guides are attached as appendices at the ending of the thesis. 

 

I intended to contact individuals that oppose the mining project since they are the ones 

who initiated the idea of alternative at Rosia Montana and represent the focus of my research. 

At the same time, I intended to contact some locals that supported the mining project, to 

understand the exclusion of another kind of development to the area. As I started planning my 

fieldwork, I realised that some contacts are difficult to obtain, contrary to my expectations. 

 

I acknowledge the weakness of my data collection, and that is the inability of doing ‘proper 

interviews’ with individuals that oppose an alternative development. As I will explain in the 

following sections, Rosia Montana has a delicate situation. Some individuals don’t feel comfortable 

talking about the subject of an alternative to the place, as they want to avoid the creation of 

rumours that could affect their ties with the Gold Company, an aspect that I will address in the 

following sections. Moreover, many of the individuals that were composing the pro-mining camp 

of Rosia Montana were relocated, thus making it close to impossible to track them. 

 

 However, over the years, several scholars have done studies that encompass both of the 

sides of the conflict from Rosia Montana, studies that allowed me the access to pro-mining views. 

As I arrived on the field, I had some informal discussions with a couple of individuals forming the 

pro-mining camp that eased my understanding of the case.  

 

To elaborate this narrative, I gathered relevant information from the media that enabled 

my understanding of this side of the issue. Moreover, by using participative observations, I was 

introduced to the way that the situation unfolds in reality, noticing interactions and reactions 

between individuals from the opposing camps. The way those situations were illustrated made 

me understand that I definitely should not influence the situation and thus trying to be as exterior 

and unnoticeable as possible. 

 

In this regard, I continued interviewing mostly individuals forming the opposition to 

mining, as to not create any suspicions for neither of the groups. I argue this position as 

representing an ethical choice, as being in the community my contact with people from the 

company would have put me in the situation where I would have lost the trust of the ones 

representing the opposition to mining. However, I acknowledge my interest in researching the 

opposition to mining that reflects my focus on discovering how the resistance to mining acts. 

When investigating for social sciences, one needs to acknowledge that pure objectivity is an 
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unachievable state for research (Flyvbjerg, 2004) and that “the starting point for any investigation 

is influenced by cultural values and interests” (Farthing, 2016, p. 20)  

 

The data was collected using the semi-structured interview, that enabled my access to the 

richness of data while giving me the flexibility of approaching themes that were not identified in 

the process of reviewing the literature. Fortunately, the cultural gap between the respondents 

and me did not represent an obstacle since I am Romanian as well. The interviews were done in 

Romanian and this reduced any potential errors regarding language. After coding the collected 

data, a thematic analysis was applied to structure the data into themes, and I attached the findings 

to the rest of the data collected through documents (Bryman, 2012). 

Another appropriate method that could have been used in this research if the focus-

group. Focus groups represent a useful method as the moderator can observe the interactions 

between the individuals participating in the focus-group, thus being exposed to a unitary content 

of information. However, due to lack of time I chose applying interviews. 

 

4.3 Choosing fieldwork  
 

Besides the reasons explained earlier, other factors influenced my decision of doing 

fieldwork at Rosia Montana. I desired to be there in person to understand the case. I intended to 

view the social world through the eyes of the people that I studied (Bryman, 2012, p. 399). I 

wanted to enter the social reality of the group that I have researched, to visualise their 

perspective.  

 

As scholars argued “face-to-face interaction is the fullest condition in participating in the 

mind of another human being” (Loftland & Loftland, 1995, p. 16). They explain how researchers 

should “participate in the mind of the human being  (in sociological terms, “take the role of the 

other”) to acquire social knowledge” (Loftland & Loftland, 1995, p. 16). Even if the fieldwork was 

short (one week), this allowed me to reflect on the case of Rosia Montana.   

 

By being inside the community and doing participative observations, I had the chance of 

being exposed to the point of view of the ones composing the opposition to mining and other 

locals. This strong benefit helped me visualise the context in which those situations are unfolding, 

further allowing me to access details that formed the descriptive part of the thesis and improved 

reflections in the explanatory part. In this case, the opportunity of visualising the investigation site 

is explicative; not only the people from the community have a story to tell but the landscape 

itself. The urban-village of Rosia Montana holds scars of a 20-year conflict; this battle was 

materialised under many forms leaving scars still visible today. 
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4.4 Ethics 
 

In what concerns the ethics of this thesis, I intended to be very clear about what I wanted 

to find out (as much as I did know myself). Before heading to Rosia Montana I prepared a Consent 

Form in Romanian, that was composed of: a brief description of the topic for investigation, the 

reason that they were chosen for the study, and the request for recording, agreement for using 

their real name and title for possible publications, agreement for using direct quotations from the 

interview. While the respondent read the Consent form, I was providing more information about 

why it is desirable to record the discussion and that the recordings will be used only for 

transcribing the interviews. The Consent formed was signed by both the respondent and me, 

followed by the summary of the topics that I intended to approach in the interview.  

This procedure was applied only in the situations where I conducted proper interviews 

with the use of the study guide. As mentioned before, I had informal discussions while being in 

the community, in which the locals did not necessarily know that I was researching. If I was asked 

where am I from, I was providing the information. As Bryman explained, using a consent form 

can be helpful since the responded is informed from the beginning and know their implication 

and participation in the research (Bryman, 2012). However, due to practical reasons, I decided 

to anonymise my respondents by attributing numbers to each one. Since the situation from Rosia 

Montana is delicate, this decision was made to protect my respondents from possible threats or 

misunderstandings. The respondents are presented in Table no. 2.; the first column represents 

the title hold by the respondents and the second column contains the numbers corresponding to 

each respondent. This table will allow the reader to identify the quotations in the paper to the 

respondent. 

TABLE NO. 2 

 

 

 

 

Title:  

Representative Eco Ruralis Respondent 1 

Local and vice-president of Rosia Montana Cultural 

Fondation 

Respondent 2 

Local and topographer Respondent 3 

Member of ‘Live with a purpose’ Respondent 4 

An activist from Cluj Napoca Respondent 5 

Deputy of Cluj in the Romanian Parliament Respondent 6 

Member from ‘Live with a purpose’ Respondent 7 

Member of ‘Mining Watch’ Respondent 8 

Owner of ‘Petri House’ Respondent 9 

Local Respondent 10 

Founder of Made in Rosia Montana and The Scouts of 

Rosia Montana 

Respondent 11 
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5. Theory 
 

5.1 Political Ecology 

 

In this section, I will refer to the context in which the selected framework for the thesis is 

taking part of the tradition of political ecology.  

The way that development manifests in modernity had led to significant consequences not 

only for the environment but communities too. The dominant way of development is interfering 

in the social reality causing changes of various kinds through destructive practices that affect the 

society in many ways. Food, water, land and biodiversity are contaminated by the way the 

extractive industries are functioning, creating issues such as pollution and global warming, 

problems that have been bearing individuals all around the globe (Escobar, 2006). Scholars 

explained how those problems have common sources where people are separated; the poor are 

affected by the rich, from local to international level. Moreover, such issues lead to questioning 

the capitalist economic model in front of which people are struggling to defend local cultures. 

Such situation is presented in the case of Rosia Montana, as it will be explained in the next 

sections. 

 Escobar (2006) explained how we can understand environmental conflicts by referring to 

dimensions such as the economic, ecological and cultural where such sectors are subordinated 

in the process of domination. He exemplified this through how diverse local economies of 

subsistence are changed into monetised economies where a uniformisation is attempted 

(Escobar, 2006). This uniformisation is attacking communities that ‘are swimming against the 

wave’.   

As Robbins (2012) argued, political ecology has various definitions that are different due to 

different emphasis. He pointed out how “some definitions stress political economy, while others 

point to more formal political institutions; some stress environmental change, while others 

emphasise narratives or stories about that change” (Robbins, 2012, p. 14). Robbins stressed how 

all those characteristics have common grounds in which political ecology stands as an alternative 

to apolitical ecology. Political ecology is intending to politicise environmental issues, to stress 

how the political dimension is shaping the rules in which changes are happening in the system 

influencing the social, economic and environmental sectors. Scholars explained the importance 
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of looking at ecological issues as being implicitly political because it's offering an explicit way of 

visualising phenomena in its normative goals (Robbins, 2012). 

This view helps in understanding how various factors are related and how they interact, and 

how different variables are acting in different stages. Robbins exemplified this aspect trough how 

regional policies shape decisions at a local level and how such policies are controlled by global 

politics and the economic system (Robbins, 2012). Scholars explained how political ecologists are 

aware of the fact that benefits and costs correlated with environmental change are unequally 

distributed among actors thus empowering or reducing existing inequalities of a social and an 

economic type (Robbins, 2012, p. 20). He explained how this process is inevitably producing 

winners and losers where different costs are implied, and differentiated power among individuals 

influences social and ecological processes (Robbins, 2012). 

As stated by López (2016), political ecology “is an emerging inter-interdisciplinary approach 

to study human-environment interactions with a critical lens” (López, 2016, p. 9). It is mostly 

based on how environmental changes are linked to power inequalities that lead to the allocation 

of burdens and benefits (López, 2016). To understand the emergence of environmental issues, 

political ecology follows to explain the relationship between economic, political and social 

elements and how those are influencing problems and changes in the environment.  

Martinez-Alier (2010) defined such unequal distribution of burdens as ecological distribution 

conflicts which he claims as the object of study of political ecologists (Martinez-Alier, 2010). Such 

conflicts can be caused by how different groups of people are attributing meanings differently to 

the economy, environment or culture resulting in a clash of different languages of valuation 

(Martinez-Alier, 2003). 

However, political ecology is not attempting only an explanation of such phenomenon but 

intends to offer solutions by exploring other visions and possibilities, adapting and creating action 

in front of such issues. Political ecology is aiming the legitimisation of other languages of valuation 

where notions such as the environment, economy and cultures are allowed to be diverse. 

(Escobar, 2006). Escobar explained how “struggles for cultural difference, ethnic identities, and 

local autonomy over territory and resources are contributing to redefine the agenda of 

environmental conflict beyond the economic and the ecologic fields” (Escobar, 2006, p. 9).  

Scholars argued how this struggle for reaffirmation is expressed through social movements 

that are requesting environmental justice “for the defense of environment as source of livelihood 

(Escobar, 2006, p. 10). As such, those movements are representing the environmentalism of the 

poor. The political ecology theories will ease the understanding of the Rosia Montana case by 

placing the reader in the context of this tradition. The conceptualisations of political ecologists 

are identified in the paper as important guidelines in the use of the theoretical framework and 

the analysis.  
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5.1.1 Environmental Justice Organisations 

As a part of our interest in the present paper, the tradition of political ecology encompasses 

a set of elements that are outside the academia, embodied as the struggles of the civil society 

that are undergoing inequalities and implemented action through NGO’s (non-governmental 

organisations) that are also called EJO’s (Environmental Justice Organisations). Scholars explain 

how those actors implemented strong concepts and standards to critically asses and to fight 

environmental conflicts forming a “political ecology from the bottom up” (Martinez-Alier et al., 

2015). Therefore, various movements evolved in the tradition of political ecology, and I will briefly 

present a few of them to understand what movements are a part of this tradition. 

The concept of environmental justice evolved as a fight against environmental racism and 

refers to the unequal exposer to pollution that is predominantly located in Black, Hispanic and 

indigenous communities (Martinez-Alier et al., 2015). Popular epidemiology refers to the 

disproportionate occurrence of morbidity and mortality due to the lack of health services 

(hospitals, doctors, etc.) that is not available in official statistics making the issues unseen 

(Martinez-Alier et al., 2015). As mentioned earlier, the environmentalism of the poor represents 

the struggle of individuals against extractive industries that are affecting their livelihoods; they are 

fighting against accumulation by dispossession.  

Ecological debt and climate justice refer to how the social metabolism characterised by an 

“entropic economy that shifts costs to poor people, to future generations and onto other 

species” (Martinez-Alier et al., 2015, p. 27). The defence of the commons movements refer to 

the decommodification of air, food, water, forests, houses; this movement has roots in the 

Marxist theories against commodification (Martinez-Alier et al., 2015). The de-growth movement 

is disregarding the way that development is manifested by the market economy and its based on 

grassroots projects such as urban gardening, food cooperatives, waste reduction initiatives and 

many others (Martinez-Alier et al., 2015). 

All those movements and many more evolved from conflicts caused by “the increase of social 

metabolism2 and global inequalities of power and income.” (Martinez-Alier et al., 2015, p. 50) 

Those inequalities of chances developed in burdens of pollution and inequality in accessing natural 

resources. Those movements are contesting inequalities requesting rights and change.  

Political ecology is trying to produce critiques but also solutions in the interaction of the 

social, economic, political and environmental dimensions. However, some scholars explained how 

the goals of political ecology expanded and changed over the time thus leading to the redefinition 

of its aims (“Environmnet and Ecology: Political Ecology” n.d.). Scholars also mentioned that the 

tradition has its strengths and weaknesses, like other traditions. Some claim how political ecology 

has a neo-Marxist nature through which it’s criticising the political economy in a world ruled by 

the global capitalist system (Walker, 2006). Some consider this aspect problematic in the sense 

that the policy solutions proposed by the political ecologists may not be applicable since many 

                                                      
2 Concept that will be explained in the following theory section. 
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oppose resistance to Marxist and neo-Marxist theories (“Environmnet and Ecology: Political 

Ecology” n.d.). 

 

 

5.2 The conceptual framework of Ecological distribution conflicts as forces for 

sustainability 

 

This section represents the theoretical approach of the thesis. Firstly, I will present the 

conceptual framework of Scheidel et al. (2017) that will be the main guidance of the upcoming 

analysis. The framework is referring to other essential theories that are composing the conceptual 

outline of the paper. In this regard, I will also present theories that approach the subjects of 

alternative economies, post-capitalism and social metabolism. The conceptual outline has the 

purpose of explaining the case by offering a theoretical perspective to the case of Rosia Montana 

that will allow a comprehensive understanding of the investigated phenomena.   

The present paper is using the framework of Scheidel et al. (2017) because it is explicitly 

addressing the situation of Rosia Montana by offering a complex view on the way that the events 

unfolded over the years. The factors mentioned by Scheidel et al. are reflecting different stages 

of the situation of Rosia Montana while also placing the case in a larger context that allows an in-

depth understanding of various transitions and consequences. However, this framework 

represents just a version of how we can perceive the case of Rosia Montana, as there are other 

ways of approaching this topic as well.  

The framework proposed by Scheidel et al. (2017) has at its base the question of Why, 

through whom, how and when conflict over the use of the environment may take an active role 

in shaping transitions to sustainable development? (Scheidel et al. 2017). The framework intends 

to offer a way of understanding how sustainability transitions are made, and how factors such as 

ecological distribution conflicts and environmental movements can influence environmental 

sustainability and social justice. (Scheidel et al. 2017). Scholars argued how different factors are 

tied together thus leading to possible changes towards sustainability. They explain how 

unsustainable resource use in social metabolisms can create ecological distribution conflicts and 

environmental movements. The emergence of such processes can, in return, contribute to visions 

of sustainable development. (Scheidel et al. 2017) 

To understand the framework, we need to explain what social metabolism is. The concept of 

social metabolism is formed by comparing social systems to biological metabolisms. As Fischer 

(1998) explained, this resemblance is not done to represent a metaphor but “a material and 

energetic process within the economy and society vis-a-vis various natural systems” (Fischer-

Kowalski, 1998, p. 61). To exemplify this, organisms are depending on a set of biochemical 

reactions in order to live; those reactions are referring to the conversion of raw materials that 
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are gathered from the environment and are synthesised in the body under the form of protein 

or minerals. Such compounds are indispensable for the organism, allowing it to function properly 

(Fischer-Kowalski, 1998).  

This approach was reinterpreted at a multidisciplinary level. In social theory, Marx and 

Engels reframed the concept of metabolism to society, as “metabolism between man and nature” 

(Fischer-Kowalski, 1998) to explain the labour process in which individuals are transforming 

materials collected from nature and how they process them through tools of labour to obtain 

products for the use of man. As Fischer explained, “Marx and Engels did not use this notion only 

in a metaphorical sense: they meant to imply a material exchange relation between man and 

nature, a mutual interdependence beyond the widespread simple idea of man “utilising nature.” 

(Fischer-Kowalski, 1998, p. 64). Fischer clarifies how in some contexts, Marx interpreted the 

concept of ‘societal metabolism’ to explain “the exchange of commodities and the relations of 

production within society” (Fischer-Kowalski, 1998, p. 64). 

 

 The concept was borrowed by many disciplines and is also used to analyse economy from 

a physical point of view by creating metabolism profiles of countries. Such profile is formed by 

the degree of economic development of one country as well as by extraneous commercial 

relations, population density, technological adjustments and environmental laws (Martinez-Alier, 

2010).  

 

Similar to organisms, different societies hold different metabolic profiles. For example, 

Scheidel et al. (2017) exemplifed how agrarian subsistence communities and industrial societies 

are different regarding how they are organised and what kind of materials they need. Distinctive 

societal metabolisms perceive issues differently, as each society has its own material needs 

(Scheidel et al. 2017). Societal metabolisms depend on the continuous flows of energies and 

materials to advance their structure and constitutional functions (Scheidel et al. 2017). For 

example, wind energy, as well as the accumulation of material flows, such as the oil or coal, have 

a role for the economy. As Eurostat clarified, material flows can be domestic, meaning that 

materials are extracted from within the society, or they can be sourced from the rest of the 

globe (Eurostat, 2001). Also, materials can be direct, meaning that they are directly introduced 

into the system or indirect when they need to enter the process of production of goods (Martinez-

Alier, 2010). In the same time, material flows can be used, meaning that they “have an input for 

direct use in the economy” (Martinez-Alier, 2010, p. 2) or unused, defined by materials that are 

discarded throughout the production of goods such as mining residues (Martinez-Alier, 2010). 

 

Similar to organisms, societal metabolisms are maintained through biophysical processes. 

To exemplify this, socio-economic systems need inputs to develop, such as fossil fuels, minerals 

or biomass, that can be either domestic or imported. Such inputs are incorporated in the socio-

economic systems to maintain it, but at the same time, this process generates outputs that can 
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manifest on nature, taking form as emissions, dissipative flows, solid wastes or as unused domestic 

extraction (Martinez-Alier, 2010).  

 Martinez-Alier revealed that the material flows are correlated with ecological 

consequences throughout processes such as extraction or waste disposal, creating conflicts at 

various levels, from local to international (Martinez-Alier, 2010). Conde exemplified how mining 

conflicts are evolving in places where the sources are located because of a “clash of metabolisms 

between a subsistence economy and extractive economy” (Conde, 2017, p. 81). 

 

The social metabolism and the distribution of energy and material flows are defined and 

shaped by political, social and economic dimensions. For instance, the political economy and the 

institutions of the society are deciding “modes of appropriation, distribution and disposal” of 

material flows and energy” (Scheidel et al. 2017, p. 3). However, the way this distribution is made 

is also influenced by power relations and different drivers that may affect this distributional 

process in the socio-economic system. The scholars described capitalism as the main entity that 

makes the distribution of those materials and energies in a social metabolism, as a predominant 

operator in our days, that establishes which resources are exploited, while it defines the social 

relations in society (Scheidel et al. 2017). The unjust ecological distribution is considered implicit 

to capitalism as a system of cost-shifting (Kapp, 1975). 

 

The way that social metabolisms are manifesting can lead to ecological distribution 

conflicts, where the distribution of environmental benefits can be unfairly done, disadvantaging a 

particular group of individuals that are more exposed to burdens than others. To exemplify this, 

we can refer to how areas in the US inhabited by Latinos and African Americans were exposed 

to pollution by being in the proximity of waste disposal zones. Such situations gave rise to the 

concept of environmental racism where this disproportionality of burdens was contested 

(Martinez-Alier, 2010). 

 

As mentioned earlier, political ecology is preoccupied with the study of those conflicts on 

access to natural resources and services and over the burdens of pollution that some people 

need to bear (Martinez-Alier, 2010). The scholars pointed out how the perspective of metabolism 

on economic systems helps us to “discover that ecological distribution conflicts can be classified 

according to the different points in the ‘commodity chains’ where they occur, whether at the 

point of material or energy extraction, in manufacture and transport, or finally in waste disposal.” 

(Martinez-Alier, 2010, p. 6).  

 

For example, gold mining can cause conflicts that can take different forms, such as conflict 

about the extraction of the gold, concerns about pollution of air and water, transboundary 

pollution, concerns about waste disposal or carbon emissions (Martinez-Alier, 2010). To visualise 

this aspect, let us take for instance a mining industry that through its activities is polluting a nearby 

river; the community that has access to that specific river will be affected as other activities done 
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by the community such as agriculture may be influenced by that pollution. However, as scholars 

stressed, such damages cannot be valued in the market, and those who are affected do not receive 

a ‘refund’ for those kinds of loses.  As reflected by the scholars, socio-economic systems are 

aiming to materialise the burdens as ‘market failures’ and ‘externalities’ meaning that such impacts 

“could be valued in monetary terms and internalised into the market system” (Conde & Martinez-

Alier, 2016). Many of the cases encompass “dispossessions and displacement of people to make 

way for extractive industries” (Scheidel et al. 2017, p. 5).  

 

The drive for economic development that produces ecological distribution conflicts is 

explained by the fact that different groups of individuals have different visions of valuation. Those 

valuations are built historically by each group and sometimes collide, disadvantaging one of the 

sides. The disadvantaged group is struggling for the reaffirmation of its rights to the environment 

and the implied resources appealing also to the way that human rights are disregarded, people 

being exposed to all sorts of risks. Scheidel et al. illustrates how conflicts on norms, values and 

interest are creating opposite perceptions, and both sides are fighting for power. This 

conceptualisation refers to a wider paradigm: from a Marxist point of view, conflicts can be seen 

as a generator for the social life defined by “class struggles for ownership of the means of 

production” (Scheidel et al. 2017, p. 3). In this regard, political ecology is demanding the approval 

of various languages of valuation to perceive such clashes fully, and it’s advocating for participatory 

processes in which all individuals have the right to decide how natural resources are managed for 

environmental problem solving (Conde & Martinez-Alier, 2016). 

 

 The factors that are influencing the evolution of ecological distribution conflicts are due 

to the “biophysical dynamics in the social metabolisms”, also named as societal metabolism 

configurations. Another decisive factor is the way that individuals adapt to such configurations in 

a matter that they consider as just, as well as if such changes are influencing the shift of actors 

that are managing the material flows needed (Scheidel et al. 2017). To exemplify this, let us say 

that a community should be displaced to make way for a copper mining project; a conflict could 

arise depending if the locals are accepting or not the displacement. Another example, if a 

community that is doing small-scale agriculture is dispossessed of its land to give way to large-

scale industrial agriculture, the conflict will arise over the “separation of the labourers from their 

means of production” (Scheidel et al. 2017, p. 3). 

 

Ecological distribution conflicts can create environmental justice movements, representing 

endeavours for equity where the affected individuals are making alliances with other people that 

support the cause, to stop what they consider as unsustainable. The success or failure of 

environmental movements depends on various factors, such as if the political systems are 

supporting the cause or disapprove with it, which in turn will affect the freedom for the 

manifestation of collective action. Other aspects, such as timing and proactivity, may influence 

the possibility of achieving victory by those environmental movements (Scheidel et al. 2017). The 
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environmental movements are offering various signals concerning policy-making, social 

stratification, the role of stakeholders as well as the roles of marginal individuals that are raising 

awareness over such issues (Scheidel et al. 2017). 

The movements for environmental justice may have the power to make social 

transformations. Individuals recognise injustices that take place under multiple forms and they are 

acting to produce change for “meeting basic needs and enhancing our quality of life – economic 

quality, health care, housing, human rights, environmental protection and democracy” (Scheidel 

et al. 2017, p. 6). Such endeavours are represented by initiatives done by the affected individuals 

that combat dangerous biophysical manifestations of the societal metabolism. Their efforts for 

realising change are done by proposing alternatives as possibilities that may lead to sustainable 

development and the change of socio-metabolic relations (Scheidel et al. 2017). Since the 

manifestation of capitalism causes most unsustainable societal metabolisms, most of the 

alternatives proposed by individuals composing the movements have anti-capitalist stances 

(Scheidel et al. 2017). The alternatives are made to create different visions that may alleviate 

injustices and a more detailed approach on this subject will be made in the following section of 

the theory chapter.  

Scheidel et al. (2017) pointed out how the implementation of alternatives are meant to 

make changes in societal metabolisms that should result in a new configuration that may allow 

transitions to sustainable development. However, the redesigned metabolism may lead to a new 

set of environmental distributional conflicts, as political economies and power relations once 

again shape social metabolisms. The emergence of new ecological distribution conflicts is creating 

a new set of injustices due to the unequal distribution of benefits and burdens that evolve. 

 Transitions to sustainable development may lead to the reduction of extractive activities, 

yet the configuration of the wider mechanism of control and sovereignty is shaping the rules 

under which such changes may happen. They argued that the repetition of such events represent 

a “conflict spiral” (Scheidel et al. 2017, p. 11) where inequalities are reproduced and, in order to 

escape this vicious circle the society needs a fundamental reconfiguration of the way it functions.  

To visualise such circular motion, Figure no. 1 was extracted from the theoretical framework 

proposed by Scheidel et al. (2017). This figure clarifies the process in which elements such as 

socio-metabolic configurations, ecological distribution conflicts, environmental movements and 

sustainability transitions are interacting.  
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FIGURE NO. 1: THE CIRCULAR MOTION PRESENTED IN THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK BY SCHEIDEL, 

TEMPER, DEMARIA, MARTINEZ-ALIER (2017) 

 

The circular motion has a broader significance as the scholars question the emergence 

and the meaning of sustainability. The conflict spiral works as it follows: ecological distribution 

conflicts have an essential role in exposing unsustainable resource uses, raising awareness among 

individuals that are mobilising social forces, which leads to the emergence of environmental 

movements. The environmental movements are combating such unsustainabilities, requesting 

transformation towards sustainability. The transitions to sustainability are characterised by 

alternatives that can take shape under many forms, some aiming radical transitions that are 

requesting a transformation of the societal metabolisms3.  

The impact of the sustainability transition may influence or not the socio-metabolic system 

leading either to changes or either to the reproduction of new ecological distribution conflicts, 

thus restarting the circle. The scholars revealed how this conflict spiral offers a comprehensive 

way of visualising how transitions to sustainable development are happening, as each factor has 

an important role in the process. They stressed how the reproduction of new ecological 

distribution conflicts is driving the repetition of the factors explained earlier, leading to advance 

towards sustainability, where each factor is triggering the other one, producing struggles but also 

solutions that emerge out of those struggles.  

                                                      
3 For example, degrowth or post-capitalism transformations are requesting deeper changes, they demand structural 

changes in the way economy works (Scheidel, Temper, Demaria, & Martínez-Alier, 2017) 
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 They are stressing the importance of environmental justice movements, claiming them as 

“safeguards of society” (Scheidel et al. 2017, p. 11), that address not only unsustainable processes 

but sustainability itself. The efforts of the individuals composing the environmental movements 

are struggling to implement a just metabolic system where social justice and ecological health is 

possible. Through their conceptual framework, they are exposing a way in which struggles due 

to ecological distribution conflicts are contributing to transitions towards sustainability. 

Such conceptual manner of visualising change represents a way in which we can look at 

the case of Rosia Montana, as we will observe that in this context, change happened because 

individuals acted to produce change. Moreover, this action towards change was triggered by 

conflicts, thus generating solutions.  

 

  5.3 Theories of development and alternative economies 
 

As specified above, it is important to explain in what sense alternatives to development 

can lead to changes in the societal metabolism towards transitions to sustainable development. 

Thus, in this section, I will present theories about alternatives to development, explaining the way 

they are formed and what are they aiming. When presenting the findings of the research, the 

initiatives for alternative development will be introduced and thus having a theoretical background 

on such topics is constructive and it will ease the understanding of insights of a wider context in 

which those alternatives are emerging. Also, by referring to such theories, the reader will be able 

to understand the conceptual framework presented above and why it can be applied to the case 

of Rosia Montana.  

Alternative economies allow for a better understanding of the case of Rosia Montana 

since the initiatives for tourism evolved as struggles for diverse economies. Scholars explained 

how "alternative economies represent production, exchange labour/compensation, finance and 

consumption that are different from the mainstream capitalist economic activity and give occasion 

to rethink the economic system itself" (Hillebrand & Zademach, 2014, p. 9). Calvário and Kallis 

(2016) defined alternative economies as "potential for radical change, with the formation of new 

economic culture (Calvário & Kallis, 2016, p. 598). These approaches are expanding the practices 

outside capitalism and build politics of possibilities. 

  Gibson-Graham (2008) refered to capitalism as being an all-encompassing entity that is 

limiting the visualisation of varieties of alternatives or non-capitalistic economic forms (Gibson-

Graham, 2008). The view of placing capitalism in the centre of everything is making the alternative 

spaces become complementary forms of the well-fare state (Gibson-Graham, 2008). The scholar 

is raising awareness about the importance of defining concepts to perpetuate a proper meaning.  

In this case, diverse economies represent an appropriate notion to disapprove the dominance of 

the capitalist system (Gibson-Graham, 2008). 
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Escobar (1992) complements such approach in what he calls ‘the crisis of 

developmentalism’ (Escobar, 1992). He argued how people are not able to criticise the social 

forces in a way that allows a different interpretation of the mainstream idea of development, 

where the West always represents an example. Escobar explained the notion of development 

that was shaped from early post-war years when a significant emphasis was put on the capital, 

technology, and education to combine such elements to create policies and to plan the system 

to work under this terms (Escobar, 1992).  

Resistance, on the other hand, was representing class struggles and the questioning of 

imperialism (Escobar, 1992). Escobar added how, in contemporary society, such elements are still 

unsuccessfully mediated, claiming that the notion of development has remained unchanged 

compared to the growing body of resistance that noticed the stagnation of the development and 

tried to attribute another conceptualisation to this notion. Those bodies of resistance created 

alternatives that can mobilise for a social change and advancement of the society, which could 

include the basic needs of individuals (Escobar, 1992). 

 Escobar explained how ‘the crisis of development’  is not talking about a better way of 

managing development. The notion itself is characterised by the way it took place, as an 

instrument of economic control exercised by the First World on the Third World, a strategy 

that is used in Western Modernity (Escobar, 1992). In this regard, the notion of an alternative to 

development represents an appropriate concept, which requests a transformation of the notions 

of development, economy and modernity in both theoretical in practical ways (Escobar, 1992).  

Social movements are crucial for the creation of alternative visions of democracy, 

economy and society because, by criticising, people can spread social awareness. Social 

movements represent an intermediate between the politics and the locals while they can also 

restore the centrality of popular practices. Furthermore, the emergence of food economies as 

alternatives represents a replica to the conventional market, based on generalised commodity 

production for maximum profit. Food economies have at their base "social needs and solidarity, 

reciprocity and not-for-profit production" (Calvário & Kallis, 2016, p. 604). As Calvario and Kallis 

(2016) presented through the cases in The Basque country and Greece, the goals of the food 

economies projects are collective and political and are seeking transformative change through 

politics of conflict and social struggle. They further explained how the concept of food sovereignty 

represents a broader social movement, where "the aim is to politicise agro-food issues through 

the clash of models and create a broad social movement" (Calvário & Kallis, 2016, p. 607). 

  Considering the context in which such endeavours are made, "the obstacles posed by the 

capital-state nexus on alternative economies are considerable" (Calvário & Kallis, 2016, p. 611). 

Activist projects should combat such barriers through the promotion of politicised spaces and 

self-organisation, which have at their base the notion of solidarity (Calvário & Kallis, 2016). The 

scholars explained how alternative economies are not only an outcome of social hardship but a 

result of activist strategies through which several issues are debated, such as space, place and 

scale. Such procedures are representing the evolution of the classic forms of protest-type politics.  
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As we will refer to the initiatives from Rosia Montana, we will discover how those 

alternatives are defined through such theoretical approaches. Those actions are contesting larger 

structures that produce inequalities, and thus through alternatives, they are addressing them 

while requesting change.   

 

 

6. Rosia Montana as an environmental distribution conflict 
 

In this section, I will explain why the case of Rosia Montana has the patterns of an 

ecological distribution conflict. In this regard, I will refer to different moments of the case that 

reveal the emergence of such conflict. By presenting the case of Rosia Montana as an ecological 

distribution conflict, we may refer to the conceptual framework proposed by Scheidel et al. 

(2017) to explain how conflict may be an important driver for visions of sustainability.  

Can we talk about the case of Rosia Montana as representing an ecological distribution 

conflict? Ecological distribution conflicts are manifested through the apparition of social clashes 

due to the unequal distribution of ecological benefits and burdens. The conventional way of 

economic development has at its base the use of environmental resources, that leads to ecological 

distribution conflicts at a local and global level (Martinez-Alier, 2003). Various communities are 

facing the burdens of scarcity and pollution that threatens the most basic human rights one can 

have. The issue is not necessarily presented as a form of unequal distribution of resources, but 

of an unjust manifestation of how individuals relate to each other, if the relationships between 

them are enabling the uneven distribution or if one is deprived of resources because of the other 

one (Harris, 2016). 

Environmental conflicts around the path to sustainable development are often bound to 

happen due to different valuations concomitant to different visions, regarding the quality of life. 

As Martinez-Alier explained, the unfair ecological distribution is placing the poor in a fight, a 

struggle for justice in which the resources should be preserved and clean environment should be 

normal (Martinez-Alier, 2003). He argued how the differentiated empowerment or endowment 

of services and environmental resources is due to how framing is done if it is "within a single 

standard of value or across plural values" (Martinez-Alier, 2001, p 1).  

To understand the connection between ecological distribution conflicts and the case of 

Rosia Montana, we need to understand the political economy of the way that global extractive 

industries manifest, as well as the position that Romania has as a post-communist country, and 

its context of transition.  

As Alexandrescu explained, contemporary mining industries imply significant costs at the 

incipient stages, as well as they require operations that are capital-intensive (Alexandrescu, 2012, 
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p. 6); the success and profit of a mining project depends on the way mining prices fluctuate in the 

international market, and such operations are causing political economies to be depending on 

mining. In turn, mining strategies are interfering in local communities to use their environment 

for exploitation, thus having a significant impact on the individuals living there.  

The scholar illustrated how transnational mining operations are owned by foreigners that 

accumulate the profit that is allocated to the investors. Therefore, their implication in the socio-

economic development of the communities is limited (Alexandrescu, 2012). The international 

competition is putting pressure on the pace of extraction, requesting fast exploitation of deposits, 

an aspect that questions the idea of sustainability that is often claimed by such projects.  

With the fall of the communism in Romania in 1989, mining industries have slowly went 

out of business due to the restructuration of the mining sector. The Romanian government 

intended to boost the vulnerable economic situation of Romania and also to offer the possibility 

of income for communities that are dependent on mining (Alexandrescu, 2012). Velicu (2012) 

explains how in 1990 there was a need for restructuration and improvement of the old industries 

with the help of foreign investors with modern extractive technologies (Velicu, 2012). Applied to 

the Romanian context, such investors are seen as the saviours of the unstable economy of post-

communist countries, that are beginners in the capitalist world and need appropriate training 

(Velicu, 2012). 

 

Such interaction evolved in a social-metabolic system where Rosia Montana Gold 

Corporation had to start the gold mining project, and the locals of Rosia Montana should have 

supported the burdens of pollution. Such outcome was produced due to how the political 

economy was structured as a result of how valuations are done in the globalised world. As 

Alexandrescu pointed out, such processes make the locals “vulnerable to the vagaries of 

processes and decisions entirely beyond their control: fluctuations in mineral prices, corporate 

mergers and acquisitions, cost overruns, technological risks and political struggles” 

(Alexandrescu, 2012, p. 34).  

As reflecting on the case of Rosia Montana, Rosieni were excluded from the decision-

making process, and they were not allowed to access the terms and conditions that the project 

involved, since such information was catalogued as secret. As Harris (2016) explained, justice is 

decided in the process of policy decision, where the rights of all individuals should be respected 

in the policy-making process. In this regard, environmental justice addresses the right of the 

affected people to participate in the debate of who is advantaged and who is not through policies 

(Harris, 2016). The fact that the opinion of the locals was not consulted reveals a disregard of a 

right that individuals have, as judged from the perspective of Environmental Justice.  

As scholars pointed out, the locals of Rosia Montana were misinformed regarding the 

possible risks presented by the use of cyanide in the mining project. As demonstrated by research 

scientists of the Geological Institute of Romania, that analysed the mining project proposed by 

RMGC, the project revealed several aspects that may have represented threats for the locals of 
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Rosia Montana. Even though they were supposed to be relocated for the project, they would 

have remained in the proximity of the tailing dam of Corna Valley4 thus being exposed to 

pollution: “Harmfulness of cyanide process of the entire mining mass consists both in metal 

cyanides remaining in the tailings dam as well as in the fact that here is found a large quantity of 

sulfuric acid and toxic heavy metals (mercury, lead etc.), arsenic, generated from the sulphides 

that were near, previously separated. To avoid infiltration in the beds and slopes of the tailings, 

compacted clay and plastic sheets containment are expected, an activity that was not foreseen in 

the draft, being unprofitable.” (Justin, 2011, p. 98). 

  Such aspects are also documented by other individuals informed with the case: 

“Processing 13 million tones of ore with 13-15 million kilograms of sodium cyanide per year, 

however, will also cause cyanide emissions into the air. The mine will emit 134 kg of cyanide into 

the air every single operating day for 16 years.” (Roth, 2011, p. 148)  

According to Hannigan et al., individuals should have  "the right to obtain information 

about one’s situation; the right to a serious hearing when contamination claims are raised” 

(Hannigan, 2014, p. 84). In the case of Rosia Montana, the locals were not informed about the 

actual risks that they were exposed to, as such information was collected by activists throughout 

the anti-mining campaign, in their struggles of showing the disadvantages of the project. 

The different concerns that the Rosieni have on the project encompass a collection of 

reasons related to the way their environment would change if the project would have started: 

the demolition of the mountains, the pollution caused by the cyanide lake as well as the relocation 

of the individuals. As explained by scholars, Alburnus Maior association composed a manifesto 

called Rosia Montana Declaration, in which the mining project was seen as being “in complete 

contradiction with the principles of sustainable development because:  

(a) it has a negative social impact (900 households will be displaced, and 2000 people uprooted 

from their land and home);  

(b.) it severely and directly affects all environmental aspects (air, water, land) and all the forms of 

life in the area of immediate vicinity (at least 1600 hectares) and it indirectly impacts life beyond 

this area in ways that are difficult to estimate;  

(c.) the exploitation of the mines will most-likely use all-natural resources in a short time;  

(d.) it will make any sustainable development plan (such as tourism or agro-tourism) for the 

region unattainable for a very long period of time.” (Velicu, 2015, p. 4). 

 As scholars mention, those reasons reveal how the residents could have been exposed 

to multiple risks that may have affected the quality of their lives.  

Martinez-Alier (2010) pointed out how the metaphor of metabolism as economic systems 

may reveal how ecological distribution conflicts can be ordered after different moments in the 

commodity chain (Martinez-Alier, 2010). Clashes may appear in the process of material 

                                                      
4 Corna Valley was planned to be the decantation area of the mining residues. The mining residues needed to be 

neutralized by using cyanide. 
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extraction, along with the manufacturing or in the stage of waste disposal. In this regard, following 

the classification of Martinez Alier, the case of Rosia Montana represents an ecological 

distributional conflict by the fact that the mining project proposed by RMGC would have 

produced damages in various stages of the project.  

 Firstly, conflicts emerged over the extraction of materials. As we observe in Table no. 3,  

the locals from Rosia Montana were concerned about the gold extraction, the smelting process 

and land degradation. Secondly, concerns emerged also over possible stages of waste disposal: 

the cyanide lake is considered highly dangerous for the surrounding areas since it can pollute the 

underground waters even in its small quantities of cyanide and it can endanger flora and fauna of 

the area.  

The concern over possible spills of cyanide stands as a dangerous risk, since there were 

other similar accidents in the past, in Certej (1971) and Baia Mare (2000) that had disastrous 

pursuits on the respective areas. The pollution that the residents are exposed to is not valued in 

the market and cannot be compensated (Conde & Martinez-Alier, 2016).  

TABLE NO. 3 

 “At Rosia Montana, you can do mining, but to a 

smaller scale and without destroying the 

environment and without affecting, because 

exploitation made on the surface means 

demolishing mountains, and from a ton of ore you 

take 100 grams of gold, the rest is sterile, where 

do they put it? In a valley! And the area remains 

polluted; they are polluting two times, first when 

they demolish the mountains and then when they 

put the sterile in the valley where there is life and 

land, and people do agriculture. I am not against 

mining, but I do not agree with how they want to 

do it.” (Personal interview, Respondent 3) 

 

Rosia Montana reveals a conflict where some individuals perceived the mining project 

proposal as being in contradiction with their value system, in which the attachment to their home, 

mountains and birthplace is treasured, as representing affective ties where the possible 

degradation of such factors is highly undesirable. As Singh stresses, “we need to look beyond 

economic and political rationalities to explain human action and behaviour” (Singh, 2013, p. 1).The 

opposition to the mining project reflected intentions of protecting and preserving their 

settlement, that evolved in affective relations to the place and nature (Singh, 2013). Such opposite 

valuations can be visualised through the way that the individuals were separated, defined by how 

the community perceived the advantages and disadvantages of the possibilities of development at 

Conflicts over the extraction 

process 

Concerns about the extraction of gold 

Concerns about the smelting process 

Concerns about land degradation  
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Rosia Montana. In this regard, the opinion of the opposition to mining was disqualified as 

backwards and emotional. As Martinez-Alier questioned “Who rules over the ways and means 

of simplifying complexity, deciding that some points of view are out of order?” (Martinez-Alier, 

2003, p. 201). 

“We were grouped in two entities, the ones’ who believed and those who didn’t, the ones’ who 

wanted mining and those who didn’t.” (Personal Interview, Respondent 2) 

The situation from Rosia Montana reveals a conflict caused by “struggles over valuation 

processes, in terms of which the values are  deemed relevant for decision-making in a particular 

project, such as market and monetary values; livelihood values; indigenous rights; or ecological 

values in their own units of account” (Scheidel et al. 2017, p. 3). Scholars explained how burdens 

are materialised as market externalities, which often involve the displacement of the people and 

dispossession for extractive industries (Scheidel et al. 2017). Similarly, RMGC proposed the 

relocation or resettlement of the residents of Rosia Montana and in this situation, such loss could 

not have been compensated with money, as the social costs are much more significant. Thus their 

indigenous territorial rights were disregarded. 

“When I was working in mining nobody proposed resettlement. And I knew what the project 

implied, with the destruction of churches and cemeteries, not only of the houses. I never thought 

that something like this could ever happen.” (Personal Interview, Respondent 2) 

Cretan and Vesalon (2012) analysed the population displacement processes and the 

several compensation problems proposed by the mining company. They criticised the absence of 

transparency in the resettlement project. As they document, the compensation area designed for 

the resettlement was ten times smaller than the space they were located at that moment, and it 

did not include the compensation for the loss of access to pastures or forests. 

 

The dualistic perception of what is right or wrong escalated and Gold Company exercised 

constant pressures on the locals to accept the relocation plan for the beginning of the exploitation 

project. As mentioned by Cretan and Vesalon (2012), RMGC started the “relocation of 

population in 2002, in the absence of the government’s approval for the mining project” (Vesalon 

& Cretan, 2012, p. 63); this led to various sensitive problems, from those that concerned local, 

political, socio-economic context to the issue of forced displacement (Vesalon & Cretan, 2012). 

 

As scholars write in their work, the Rosieni that refused the relocation were submitted 

to aggressive demands for displacement that included threatening. Moreover, RMGC used 

different tactics to strategically convince individuals to sell their residence without the approval 

of all the members of the family (Velicu, 2012). Those constant harassments put the residents of 

Rosia Montana in a sensitive situation where family bounds where broken and conflicts of all kind 

took place. Cretan and Vesalon argued how forced displacement has serious social consequences 

such as community-annihilation that gives space to other related issues of psychological and 

cultural nature that contribute to individual and collective losses (Vesalon & Cretan, 2012). As 
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argued by the scholars, the displacement of the population would have been worth it only in the 

situation where the project would have had the aim of improving the condition of the nation, 

proportionally with the loses that it brings. However, the studies show that the mining project 

lacks beneficial factors that can improve or alleviate the significant environmental and social costs 

(Vesalon & Cretan, 2012) 

 

“They were saying to them that: if you do not want to sell now, maybe next year we will not be 

any longer interested in your property” (Personal interview, Respondent 10) 

“The biggest agony was for my grandmother, she was living here in this house, and the people 

from Gold were coming a few times to ask her to move out. It got worse when her friends came 

to convince her that they went away, they sold, and everything is ok. It was painful for her” 

(Personal interview, Respondent 9) 

Furthermore, another source for conflict can be seen in “changes in the composition of 

material flows extracted from the environment, usually accompanied by changes in the actors 

extracting them” (Scheidel et al.  2017, p. 6). Scholars accounted such situations through the 

example of farming communities, which are displaced in favour of the mining industries 

exploitation sites, thus leading to conflict over irreconcilable socio-metabolic processes (Scheidel 

et al. 2017).  

Analogously, Rosieni were supposed to evacuate their settlement for the mining project 

to start, a situation where activities such as agriculture that represent an important source of 

income for the locals would have become unavailable. Goțiu (2013) clarified such aspect: “the 

development of the mining project and its environmental destruction would lead to the 

disappearance of thousands of workplaces and incomes in zootechnics, agriculture, woodworking, 

tourism; also it could destroy the resources necessary for such developments” (Goțiu, 2013, p. 

276)  

 As observed throughout the analysis, the case of Rosia Montana reveals distinctive 

patterns of an ecological distribution conflict. As revealed by scholars who investigated the case 

as well as by the respondents, the mining project presented multiple threats to the community 

of Rosia Montana. Issues such as the lack of participation and the excluded possibility of accessing 

information about the consequences of the project reveal injustices and the manifestation of 

burdens on the community of Rosia Montana. The changes they had to endure for the realisation 

of the project affected them in numerous ways. Where did this conflict lead to? 

 

The following part of the paper will disclose the way that this conflict influenced Rosia 

Montana, resulting in different types of outcomes. As presented in the conceptual framework of 

Scheidel et al. (2017) environmental distributional conflicts have the role of highlighting 

unsustainabilities, thus leading to the mobilisation of individuals that request change. Therefore, 

the conflict had destructive outcomes but also productive ones.  
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I will outline the consequences that the ecological distribution conflict had on the 

community of Rosia Montana. The first two sections are organised by separating the 

opportunities of sustainable development to the area from the challenges that the community 

has for implementing sustainable development. To follow an explicit argumentation of those 

challenges and opportunities, I will refer to other episodes from the case since those factors are 

interconnected and influence each other. It is worth mentioning that both the challenges and 

opportunities are due to the way that the ecological distribution conflicts manifested at Rosia 

Montana creating advantages and disadvantages. Those two sections represent the empirical 

information that will explain the case. In the last section, I will refer to the theoretical dimension 

of the research and I will analyse the case of Rosia Montana using the theoretical framework 

proposed by Scheidel et al. (2017). 

 

 

 

7. Visions of sustainable development. Beginnings, initiatives and 

the narrative 
 

In this section I will present how the conceptualisation of sustainable development evolved 

as seen from the perspective of the opposition to mining. To do this, I will disclose the process 

through which this perception was made referring to the earlier stages of the Save Rosia Montana 

Campaign. This step is essential because the anti-mining movement had a substantial role in the 

creation of a different vision of Rosia Montana. Moreover, I will present the initiatives of 

alternative development, and lastly, I will explain why those initiatives represent vivid visions of 

sustainable development as seen from the perspective of the locals composing the opposition to 

mining.  

 

 

 7.1 Beginnings 
 

The emergence of the ecological distribution conflict at Rosia Montana mobilised some of 

the locals that opposed mining, to demand their version about what they are considering as 

quality of life. The conflict over what is considered a moral economy evolved, thus leading to the 

creation of new future visions for what Rosia Montana may be. This vision evolved throughout 

the Save Rosia Montana Campaign (SRMC). Activists established in 2004 The Hay Festival, an 

activist festival for manifesting solidarity of individuals from Romania that supported the SRMC. 

The Hay Festival was formed to represent an anti-mining demonstration, symbolising the love for 
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the mountains and nature in general, and respect for the community; people who gathered at 

Rosia Montana to participate to the festival were expressing their disapproval towards the mining 

project. 

Throughout the first four editions of the festivals, the visitors proposed “the promotion 

of tourism, as an alternative for sustainable development for the members of the local community 

and the area” (Goțiu, 2013, p. 392). Until then, tourism was not perceived as a possibility because 

most of the locals were hired at the mining companies owned by the state. In the following 

editions, the purpose of the Hay Festival was transformed from a demonstration of spreading 

awareness of the case of Rosia Montana, to the initiative of finding solutions that involved the 

possibility of a sustainable alternative for the community. 

“The development of tourism is beneficial; we were asked many times why we do not agree with 

the project and what suggestions do we have as an alternative; the first alternative was tourism 

because many tourists were visiting Rosia.  People were announcing other people about how 

beautiful this place is” (Personal Interview, Respondent 2) 

The plan for preparing Rosia Montana for UNESCO evolved in a few years and implied 

different strategies, from refurbishment projects to the implementation of scientific documents 

of evaluating the patrimonial potential.  As scholars mentioned, such strategies and actions are 

“repertoires of action” (Scheidel et al. 2017), that represent a form of protest made by the 

Rosieni that opposed mining, actions that were embodied as productive activism, as individuals 

intended to bring a new possibility for the place through creation and not destruction.  

Advancement was made with the support of ICOMOS5, which had acknowledged the 

value of Rosia Montana and stressed the importance of its character as a cultural heritage over 

the industrial one (ICOMOS, 2015).  

 The idea of an alternative evolved, and the number of supporters increased. The case of 

Rosia Montana was transformed in what the opposition to mining called ‘resistance through 

culture’, a status that was unfolding in many ways which had the purpose of proving the multitude 

of values that the place holds. The mining landscape was claimed as representing a possible source 

of attraction for tourists that want to discover the past of the settlement that made history 

through the practice of mining from pre-roman times and holds an outstanding universal value 

that can be recognised as taking part of UNESCO World Heritage Sites (Besliu, 2014). The 

ancient mining technology preserved at the Mining Museum, the treasurable artefacts dated from 

the Roman period, the multiple gastronomic influences as well as the possibility of experiencing 

the traditional lifestyle, all became elements of a new identity attributed to Rosia Montana. The 

proposal of agro-tourism raised the preference of tourism that is not mainstream and harmful to 

the landscape or community.  

                                                      
5 The International Council on Monuments and Sites is a professional association that works for the conservation 

and protection of cultural heritage places around the world. Source: Wikipedia; accessed 5/3/2018 
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The goal was to implement tourism as an alternative to achieve sustainable development 

for the community. Those endeavours were a democratic reaction that opened “the way to a 

new approach for the rehabilitation of the social life of the area, based upon the protection, 

rehabilitation and enhancement of the natural and cultural heritage of the locality and the region 

of Roşia Montană;” (ICOMOS, 2015). 

 

 

7.2 Initiatives for sustainable development 
 

 Even since the resistance was still acting for sabotaging the mining project, some initiatives 

were formed to claim the alternative vision of Rosia Montana and to promote such possibility. 

Once the project was abolished, those alternative projects could develop while other new ones 

appeared. As we observe, the conflictual situation of Rosia Montana encouraged the development 

of alternative visions that aimed to produce change despite all the issues. 

 Projects such as Adopt a house and the Rosia Montana Cultural Foundation were created 

as taking part in the SRMC, having a significant impact in the way the campaign unfolded for 

abolishing the project. Those two alternatives continued performing efforts for the development 

of Rosia Montana as a touristic area. Hence the initiatives of development are as it follows: 

 

7.2.1 Adopt a house 

Adopt a house was formed in 2010 to refurbish the heritage buildings such as miner’s 

houses, churches and other public buildings from Rosia Montana that were not sold to the 

Company. This project was formed by Alburnus Maior Association in partnership with ARA – 

Architecture. Restoration. Archaeology, an NGO involved in research, conservation and 

enhancement of the cultural heritage to the benefit of communities and society (“Adopt a House”, 

n.d.). The program was involving the locals along with specialists in restoration from Rosia 

Montana and ARA Association. Along with this group, ARA was organising summer internships 

for students in architecture and gathered volunteers that wanted to participate in the refurbishing 

program. The materials needed for the projects were purchased from the donations collected by 

the organisation.  

The renovation of the houses had the aim to preserve the place, spread awareness and 

assure continuity for Rosia Montana. Firstly, the buildings were slowly degrading; it was the need 

for refurbishing to conserve them and increase the chances of including Rosia Montana in 

UNESCO. Secondly, the aim was the call for practical activism, where individuals supporting the 

SRMC were having the opportunity to encourage the cause by activating through restoration. In 

the same time, volunteers involved in the project could have the chance to thoroughly understand 

the situation of Rosia Montana, by getting in contact with the place and the community, visualising 
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the possible losses that the mining project could have brought to the place and community. And 

thirdly, the refurbishment of the old miner's houses, which were inherited by locals, implied an 

agreement under the form of a contract where the restoration could be achieved if the owner 

would not sell the house for a certain amount of time. 

“The Adopt a house program includes some rules, they decide a utilization after the 

refurbishment, I do not know all of them but one of them is not to sell the property for a decided 

period, another one is that if the owner wants to change his destination they should make a 

collaboration with ARA and also if they want to make architectural changes to the house they 

should talk with ARA. The project is about keeping the houses with the traditional architecture 

that they were constructed to be and it’s for people who do not want to sell” (Personal interview, 

Respondent 4) 

 

7.2.2 Rosia Montana Cultural Foundation  

Rosia Montana Cultural Foundation was implemented after 2009 and represents a non-

governmental organisation formed by some of the locals of Rosia Montana that before were part 

of Alburnus Maior, along with other experts in history, archaeology and geology that take part of 

the group. The purpose of the NGOs’ is to support the conservation of the cultural and natural 

heritage of the place as taking part of the plan for a sustainable development of the area that 

includes the consideration of the “four pillars of sustainable development: social development, 

economic development, the protection of the environment and the maintenance of cultural 

diversity” (“Rosia Montana Cultural Foundation”, 2013). 

 The foundation aims to implement plans that would bring economic prosperity to the 

place through preserving the identity of Rosia Montana and the cultural heritage while assuring 

social equity and the right to natural resources for the upcoming generations. They intend to 

offer the possibility of locals to contribute to the revival of the place towards sustainable 

development through the implementation of sustainable tourism. In this regard, they organised 

numerous activities to support their goal as well as to spread awareness at a local, national and 

international level about the case. They implementation the first touristic guide of Rosia and 

organised events such as Rosia’s Montana anniversary, documentary projections. They prepared 

the stages for inclusion in UNESCO. They are claiming that a part of their goal is to reunite the 

community to act for the well-being of the town under the principles of sustainable development. 

“One of the objectives was entering the UNESCO Heritage Sites; before nobody was talking 

about the heritage at Rosia Montana. The president of the foundation helped for realising the 

report, and we talked with the commission that came here to evaluate the site for UNESCO (…) 

At a local level, we informed the locals what does UNESCO mean, we distributed flyers, we 

talked with the people, we informed them about the survey we were planning to do and so on.” 

(Personal Interview, Respondent 2) 
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 7.2.3 Living with purpose (Trai Cu Rost) 

The idea of creating Trai Cu Rost emerged in 2008, yet it was materialised in 2016. It 

represents an initiative that promotes an integrated form of tourism to the area, meaning that 

they support the transition from a tourism based only on units of accommodation to one of an 

innovative type that encompasses the desire and needs for a unitary development of the area 

through various ways. They are planning mountain-specific activities, touristic cycling trails, 

mountain hiking etc. for the tourists that visit Rosia Montana. As the other associations, this 

initiative intends to maintain the cultural identity of Rosia Montana.  

 Along those mentioned, the enterprise called Made in Rosia Montana evolved and has the 

goal of increasing the economy of the place in a sustainable way. This small business is making 

wool knitwear and is declared as “being a social business that contributes to a supplementary 

income for 300 families, that live in the heart of Transylvania” (“Made in Rosia Montana”, n.d.) 

 The Maraton in Rosia Montana is organised in the summer where people from all around 

Romania can participate in the race by hiking on the mountain trails; Throughout the years this 

activity has revived Rosia Montana as each summer a consistent number of people was visiting 

the place. The Scouts of Rosia Montana was created to offer the children of Rosia Montana the 

possibility of learning scouting through “learning by doing” with the goal of bringing the 

community together. 

 Some locals from Rosia Montana embraced the idea of tourism too and decided to open 

accommodations. The ideas evolved in different ways as locals tried to promote different kinds 

of experiences. For example, the owners of the Petri House (Casa Petri) offer accommodation 

but also guided tours in Rosia Montana and other activities. The house they are using for 

accommodation of the tourists was refurbished by Adopt a house, conserving its specific 

architecture as well as other features such as the iron stoves. Since Rosia Montana has no 

restaurants; they are promoting the idea of eating with locals as a way of providing a new source 

of income for them as well as to offer tourists the possibility of eating traditional dishes and foods 

from their household farms.  

 The idea of the valuation of Rosia Montana through tourism appeared as a solution for 

enhancing the possibility for a different future of the place and the community, by showing the 

unexplored aspects of what Rosia Montana is and what it has to offer.  

 

7.3 A narrative of sustainability 
 

The alternatives investigated in this research revealed patterns of conceptions about 

sustainability that construct a vision of what they perceive as sustainable. Since the community 

was divided, the main focus of the initiatives is to reunite the individuals left at Rosia Montana, to 

bring back the sense of community and to improve its situation, to regain what was lost in the 

‘war’ caused by the mining project. Respondents highlighted key concepts when explaining their 
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alternatives, such as solidarity, meeting social needs, sense of community, identity, values, 

increasing employment, protecting the environment, not wanting pollution. 

 Living with purpose (Trai Cu Rost), for example, through their initiative are trying to 

recompose the social and the economic dimensions of the community of Rosia Montana, building 

bonds based on social cohesion, trust and solidarity. The division made by the Company needs 

to disappear, and the sense of community needs to be restored. Through their proposal of 

integrated tourism, they intend a benefic type of tourism for the area, that could improve the 

situation of the locals by bringing a supplementary type of income, while it may help them to 

work as a unitary group for the overall benefit of the place. Their intention is an alternative to 

the mainstream tourism that usually impoverishes communities, by making them depended on 

‘touristic seasons’. 

“- The goal of Trai Cu Rost wants this alternative for tourism to be easily combined with the 

daily life of the locals and in the same time to offer something to the tourist. Another aim is to 

enable this place to support a good nr of tourists, so locals can earn a part of the income they 

need on a daily basis. 

-All the locals should manage this initiative. The role is to facilitate after all, and bring the people 

together, working together” (Personal interview, Respondent 4 and Respondent 5) 

The scouts of Rosia Montana have a significant role for the place. The children in the 

group have parents that conflicted, thus not letting the children spend time with each other and 

making them look differently at each other. As taking part of the initiative, those tensions 

disappeared, and instead, the children were collaborating in the activities prepared there. The 

owner explains how Scouting is teaching love and respect for nature, knowledge that should be 

available for the children at Rosia Montana. Among their activities, they organise workshops that 

are meant to improve the situation of the community; children are planning together strategies 

to make Rosia Montana cleaner as well as they are getting involved in organising small events that 

could bring their families closer. 

“It’s a sustainable initiative, something that supports and has an impact on the community, the 

children that are members have an impact on the community.” (Personal interview, Respondent 

11) 

The knitting entrepreneurship at Made in Rosia Montana also has the goal of offering a 

supplementary form of income for women that know how to knit. As the respondent specifies, 

it cannot be a full-time job but is a source of income.  

“We try to activate the population, we try to help those women that do not have jobs, or they 

do not have too many opportunities left, by giving them something to work with; we are trying 

to enforce their work, this ability that they already have but is neglected” (Personal interview, 

Respondent 11) 
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 Their vision of sustainability entails a fruitful approach along multiple sectors that are 

representing what they call “the real gold of Rosia Montana”: the landscape, the mountains, the 

lakes, the architecture, history and their story. The reasons that Rosieni have are going beyond 

the economic development of the area. They address social sustainability through the way they 

want to improve the relations in the community and how they perceive tourism as being a 

collective activity of the place that can be obtained through the equal participation of individuals. 

Their simple existence as a community on the land of Rosia Montana represents what they 

understand through social sustainability as the continuity of their lives there.  

The environmental sustainability is expressed through the way they want to preserve and 

treasure their mountains and lakes. The efforts of implementing agro-tourism demonstrate the 

desire to care for their environment as well as it represents the strong connection that they have 

with their land, an activity through which they are identified with as taking part of their lives and 

culture.  

Their desire to do agriculture is seen with enthusiasm and its related “to how they can 

support a reaffirmation of cultural identity and help people to cope with capitalism” (Jehlicka & 

Smith, 2012, p. 5) while it encompasses a wider significance of social beliefs and “enjoyment at 

cooperation and interaction with other people” (Jehlicka & Smith, 2012, p. 14). Through 

agriculture, Rosieni are claiming the respect of self-provisioning as being recognised as a form of 

modernity in front of the conventional development. The practice of agro-tourism at Rosia 

Montana not only produces sustainability but it also helps to reduce the environmental impact of 

food systems (Jehlicka & Smith, 2012). 

The endeavours done by the opposition to mining for an alternatives development at Rosia 

Montana encompass their perception of what they consider as sustainable. The notion of 

sustainability, in this case, should not be set as a top-bottom demand decided by political systems 

but through a participative process where individuals are expressing their opinion and visions. As 

we will see in the next section, the freedom of expressing their opinion is constrained by the 

political narrative of prosperity and sustainability that in this case are disadvantaging the 

community, condemning it because they do not share the same perception. 

 

 

8. Legacies of conflict 
 

In this section, I will present the way that the ecological distribution conflict from Rosia 

Montana emerged in a set of various consequences to the community. In explaining the actual 

challenges, I will refer to previous moments, an approach that will clarify why the present situation 

is manifesting as it does. 
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As explained in the previous section, the environmental distribution conflicts are 

manifesting due to a clash over different valuations that people have on the environment. The 

case of Rosia Montana represents such a situation, where the conflict manifested consequences 

that took place under many forms. This opposite valuation separated the locals in two 

predominant groups: the individuals that opposed mining and the ones who supported it.  

 

This separation was strongly manifesting at Rosia Montana under multiple forms. Cretan 

and Vesalon explained how the anti-mining movements created elaborated repertoires of action 

that reinforced the opposition that the civil-society has against the industrial development in post-

socialist Romania (Vesalon & Cretan, 2013). However, they explain how the formation of pro-

mining organisations, such as Pro Rosia Montana and Pro Dreptatea (translated: Pro Justice) 

organised counter-counter speeches that emphasised the economic benefits of the mining 

project. Those opposite perceptions regarding the future of Rosia Montana manifested in a 

continuous conflict between the two camps. 

 

In the case, collective efforts done for promoting Rosia Montana as a touristic area and 

as a candidate for UNESCO listing were not supported by the local authorities nor by the 

government. The fact that the political system claimed the intentions proposed by activists as 

“not representing a priority” reveals the separation regarding valuation, where mining is 

representing the only possibility for the place, even in front of a newly proposed alternative. From 

the debate of what is seen as a desirable way of living, other interpretations evolved among the 

two camps. This conflict made the classification between what was understood as ‘appropriate’ 

attitude and what is ‘inappropriate’ or ‘emotional’ (Velicu, 2015). The identities were reinforced 

by those etiquettes that separate the two camps as “fundamentally and irrevocably different” 

(Velicu, 2015, p. 851) that clashed not only regarding valuation but in what is somebody allowed 

to feel and how they chose to live their lives. 

 

Even if the mining project was cancelled, several aspects remained ‘unsolved’. It is true 

that the mining project represented a significant threat to the community of Rosia Montana, yet 

this claimed ‘victory’ left behind consequences. The project was cancelled, no pollution was made, 

no mining project developed. However, throughout this struggle, what was gained and what was 

lost? The Rosieni were under constant pressure over a long period of time that led to significant 

changes not only in the landscape of the place but in their feelings. The conflict evolved in a toxic 

atmosphere where even though no harm happened, fear and uncertainty govern the place. 

 

The respondents confessed the regret over “a community that will never be the same as 

it was before Gold came” as throughout the years family bonds were broken, friendships were 

destroyed, and trust between the people was lost. Moreover, the area is depopulated, most of 

the people that were composing Rosia Montana do not live there anymore. Respondents claimed 

that the local authorities are not supporting the initiatives for alternative development of Rosia 
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Montana, as the individuals organising them met all kinds of obstacles of a bureaucratical type that 

influenced their freedom of action. Moreover, even though the project was cancelled, the urban 

plan of the area did not change. Thus, the area remains mono-industrial, and the chances for 

alternatives are influenced once more. 

“The problem at Rosia Montana is that it does not have a General Urban Plan. I mean, it has, but 

it’s the old one, it was made for the Company, and we contested it in court. The mayor does not 

want to make another plan” (Personal Interview, Respondent 3) 

Gold Company still has a strong influence in Rosia Montana, constraining the possibilities 

of development of the place as well as the intentions of some of the locals that are dependent on 

the company. The respondents explain how, in fact, the project was postponed and the locals are 

taking into consideration that Gold Company might reformulate a new proposal or project. The 

contract made between Gold Corporation and the Romanian state allows the mining project to 

extend its license every four years.  

The company still has their office in the town and 20 more employees. However, they are 

not involved in any activities. The individuals forming the opposition to mining explain how the 

presence of Gold has a symbolic role, affecting the area without making any actions, yet their 

simple presence is influencing the situation of the place in several ways. Firstly, Gabriel Resources 

owns most of the properties of Rosia Montana both houses and land, and this brings disadvantages 

for the ones that want to start different initiatives and businesses. Some of the respondents that 

initiated alternative projects have met many obstacles in getting approval for renting buildings 

that were owned by the company; most of the requests were refused after many attempts.  

“The company owns 80 % of the properties and 80 % of the land, if you want to ask for land or 

property, it’s very hard to get it, even if you want to rent it or buy it, the town hall will not give 

you. If you want to build something, again, you don’t receive authorisation to build anything, if 

only the attitude of the local authorities would change… We could do plenty of good things.” 

(Personal Interview, Respondent 11) 

In the property of the Company there are also most of the heritage buildings of Rosia 

Montana that should have been refurbished. Respondents explained how just a few of those were 

renovated even though the Company started buying properties in 2002. The interviewees 

expressed their concern about the degradation of the heritage houses and their fear that they 

would lose those buildings that are so representative of their cultural heritage. 

“I don’t understand what will happen with the heritage building bought by the Company, that 

gives value to the place. In the area where we are now, there are 44 heritage buildings plus that 

church over there. You cannot play with them, to leave them from one year to another to 

degrade, they will fell at some point and then what? They’re so valuable and visible.” (Personal 

Interview, Respondent 10) 
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 The way that the situation unfolds is described by a feeling of restlessness and insecurity 

that is pressing the individuals from Rosia Montana, increasing the feeling of vulnerability as well 

as a sense of uncertainty of their situation, questioning the directions in which they are heading. 

The opposition to mining fears that the project may start again. The disapproval of the local 

authorities and the unchanged landscape after the so-called ‘victory’ is creating a sense of 

uneasiness and distrust that causes other emotional damages of an unclosed conflict.    

There are a couple of situations where individuals returned to Rosia Montana from the 

relocation neighbourhood, Recea, and requested their land back. They returned because they 

couldn’t manage to adapt to their new homes and environment. However, they could not receive 

their land/house back and had to rent their properties from the Company.  

The individuals that are living in the houses owned by the company are confused and 

fearful of expressing their second thoughts about the alternative development of Rosia Montana. 

They are blocked in a situation where the possibility of expressing their free will of readdressing 

past issues is confined, thus constraining their right to make decisions that may improve their 

lives. For example, some locals wanted to start accommodating people but are afraid of possible 

consequences. 

“From the side of the people there was some reluctance, because along with the conflict a feeling 

of uncertainty took shape, not knowing what the next day would bring and with the discrepancy 

between people…I think that many of them were afraid to accommodate because what if 

somebody finds out and it might lead to repercussions, there was caution all this time” (Personal 

Interview, Respondent 5) 

Their prospect of taking decisions is constrained by the fear of losing the possible 

opportunity of working at the Company, an opportunity that is not even assured at present. In 

the same time, their fear is justified by the chances of losing their rents at the Company, aspects 

that impoverish their right of choosing the life that they want.  Locals reflect on fictitious scenarios 

based on uncertainties in their efforts of making ‘the right decision’ to improve their situation 

and decrease their economic problems.  

However, even though the community was divided, the respondents acknowledged that 

compared to some years ago, the reconciliation of relationships has progressed, yet people 

remain suspicious: 

“From a social point of view, the situation is weird, because after 17 years with the presence of 

the mining company, the community was divided, and it was a rupture, and here there are many 

stories. As I see now, those bounds start to recover, but in the same time, nobody has the 

reassurance that if a new idea for a mining project returned, the people would remain peaceful 

and calm as it is now. Many consider that those that are talking badly about the project now will 

eventually reconsider the option if the project starts. Some friendships are recovering, but the 

reluctance persists.” (Personal Interview, Respondent 7) 
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Since the mining project was abolished, respondents claimed that some locals 

reconsidered their position in the community. They revealed different situations where some 

locals embraced the idea of tourism, opening accommodation and getting informed about 

capitalising the place through tourism. Some of them embraced the idea of agriculture. As the 

respondents declared, the relationships in the community improved, such aspects are visible in 

the way some individuals are communicating with each other. Such situations can be observed in 

“how some people who were enemies are talking to each other now” or how “kids of families in 

a conflict that were not allowed to interact are playing together now” show how some 

connections are recovering. 

“Talking about sustainable development, healthy and ecological, some of the ex-employees from 

the company have started their micro-farming businesses. Many realised that mining is not an 

option and they applied agriculture instead.” (Personal interview, Respondent 2) 

 Respondents that own accommodation at Rosia Montana explained how some of the 

locals that supported the mining project are now cooperating with their businesses. They are 

offering an extra place for housing tourists, or they are contributing by offering food to the 

visitors. 

“Now that we started to involve the others is better. Many of the locals that supported Gold are 

helping us now to accommodate tourists when we are out of places. They started to support the 

idea of tourism.” (Personal interview, Respondent 9) 

 As we observe, the case of Rosia Montana experienced various outcomes. Firstly, the 

previous episodes that happened are still affecting the locals that remained there. The shadow of 

the Company is still influencing the odds at Rosia Montana. Moreover, the initiatives of alternative 

development are constrained by the lack of support from the local authorities. During the 

campaign, a significant issue was the way that the community was divided. As respondents claim 

this division is persisting, yet this issue attenuated over the years, as the relationships between 

the locals are improving. In the same time, the cancellation of the project influenced some 

individuals in reconsidering other options at Rosia Montana. 

As the title suggests, the legacy of the conflict exists because of different ways of valuation 

are manifesting at the moment. Even if some locals changed their mind about the idea of tourism, 

other residents didn’t and neither did the local authorities. This situation is influencing the efforts 

of the initiatives of alternative development along with other factors, such as the Company and 

the outdated urban plan. 

Such outcomes lead to the reflection on the obtained ‘victory’ that should have produced 

justice, yet we observe that justice is problematic in such situations. The case of Rosia Montana 

may call for a more complex view about the notion of justice while it should raise other 

fundamental issues about political systems and the power relationships that rule them. 
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9. Alternatives and transitions towards sustainability 
 

In the previous sections, I introduced the visions for sustainable development that the 

opposition to mining has, along with the challenges they are facing, due to how the ecologic 

distribution conflict manifested. In this section, I will transpose the case of Rosia Montana through 

the conceptual framework proposed by Scheidel et al. (2017) that will allow the reader to visualise 

in what stage of the conflict circle the case of Rosia Montana is at the moment. Later on, I will 

explain why the alternatives from Rosia Montana were nurtured in conflict, by referring to the 

previous sections of the analysis. Afterwards, I will argue why those alternatives represent 

endeavours for realising change at Rosia Montana and how those efforts are contributing to 

transitions towards sustainability. Lastly, I will refer to those transitions in the context of the 

theoretical framework proposed by Scheidel et al. (2017), discussing possible directions of those 

transitions. 

I explained why the case of Rosia Montana might represent a case of an ecologic 

distribution conflict and by starting from this point, I will go over the conflict spiral to explain the 

stages through which this case went. 

The way that the ecological distribution conflict emerged at Rosia Montana shows the 

manifestation of unsustainable societal metabolism, where the community of Rosia Montana was 

endangered. The Save Rosia Montana Campaign managed to impose a different future for the 

place and the community, by exposing unsustainable practices while creating political debates 

over the case of Rosia Montana. As we see from the case, environmental justice movements of 

Rosia Montana spread a vision that allowed other individuals to understand the consequences of 

the mining project on the community and environment. This vision created and renegotiated 

“values of what is considered ‘sustainable’” (Scheidel et al. 2017, p. 1). 

As scholars explained, “resistance strategies can take advantage of biophysical opportunity 

structures, where they attempt to identify, change or disrupt the damaging ecological processes 

they are confronting towards cause” (Scheidel et al. 2017, p. 6). In this case, the resistance to 

mining represented a defence of Rosia Montana through culture, where the attention was placed 

on the natural and cultural heritage of the place. The activists supporting the case of Rosia 

Montana, who emphasised with the Rosieni, aimed to contest “the larger power structures 

leading to systematic unjust distribution of environmental benefits and burdens” (Scheidel et al. 

2017, p. 4). 

 The campaign was debating the way that the Romanian government approved the mining 

project, while they were referring to wider context of how the neo-liberal market is deciding the 

rules through which poor people end up supporting the consequences of pollution and all sorts 

of injustices. The campaign used “collective action frames” (Scheidel et al. 2017) as powerful 
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repertoires of the vocabulary of environmental justices.  In their manifestation they highlighted 

the ‘corrupt government’, using slogans such as: “The corporation should not make the 

legislation”, “Gabriel also called Cyanide”, “The Golden Lie Kills”, “The betrayal of the country 

is measured in gold”, “Transylvania mined land”, “The Politicians leave, the cyanide remains”, 

“Everybody for gold, cyanide for all” etc. (Goțiu, 2013). 

As we can see from the case, the Save Rosia Montana Campaign cancelled the mining 

project. However, this does not mean that changes that concern the way that the social 

metabolism is manifesting were made. The cancellation of the mining project was focused on a 

single issue. As referring to Scheidel et al. framework: “Closing one polluting factory is a one-

time fix, whereas establishing and enforcing laws that prohibit polluting factories is a transition, 

reflected in actions that may argue a broader transformation in the regime of production” 

(Scheidel et al. 2017, p. 4).  

Since no changes were made in the way the socio-metabolism is working, what was 

achieved through the environmental movement? Has the place changed in any way? What kind of 

impact did the manifestation of the ecological distribution conflict had on the community? 

 

 

9.1 Alternatives as part of the struggle 
 

Because of the ecological distribution conflict, the opposition to mining “struggled to 

constitute new identities as a means to open democratic spaces for more autonomous action” 

(Escobar, 1992, p. 35) through the idea of alternatives at Rosia Montana. As we see in the case, 

throughout the campaign and after the cancellation of the project, the opposition to mining was 

triggered to create alternative spaces where people can apply another vision of economic 

advancement and practice what they understand through quality of life. The injustices lived by the 

locals at Rosia Montana generated the evolution of other ways that could help them overcome 

issues such as poverty, social exclusion and separation. 

As we observe from the case, the ecological distribution conflict created damages and 

dreams for the Rosieni composing the resistance to mining. The damages are materialised in how 

the community got divided and how the place became depopulated. Moreover, obstacles such as 

the local authorities and the influence of the Company triggered the need of legitimising not only 

a different way of doing development but a different way of perceiving life at Rosia Montana. 

The idea of alternative development was born as representing a struggle of the individuals 

that opposed the idea of mono-industrialism while understanding the variety of the economic 

potential of the place. The concept of alternative became a possibility of protecting and preserving 

Rosia Montana as representing the opposite of what the mining project would have brought. 
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However, respondents view the notion of alternative in various ways. What are we referring to 

through the notion of an alternative? Alternative to what? 

Some understood through alternative an alternative to mining, acknowledging the project 

as being harmful to their community as well as the environmental costs their community could 

be exposed too.  

“We oppose every industry that pollutes, and that could destroy this place, and since this project 

was threatening us for 20 years, this means that for this we were fighting. In the meantime, 

nobody came here to represent a threat, the company had the license for the place, and no other 

investor could have come.” (Personal Interview, Respondent 2) 

“Those are alternatives to mining, here you cannot do mining any longer if we still want to have 

the place as it is! Eventually, you could exploit in the underground, but that’s it…” (Personal 

Interview, Respondent 3) 

Some respondents exterior to the community, however, visualised the term of alternative 

as representing more than just an alternative to mining, but an alternative to the neo-liberal 

market or even to a linear economy of the extractive type. This situation shows how the case of 

Rosia Montana reveals not only the fight of a community for the right to their land but also its 

impact on a national scale, where it became the struggle of a generation that opposed the unfair 

manifestation of the global market that brings unsustainability. 

“They are alternatives to the neo-liberal market, to mining and after all an alternative to a short-

term development and in a larger context it’s an alternative to a linear economy of exploitation.” 

(Personal Interview, Respondent 6) 

Some locals referred to it as being problematic in the sense that this alternative should 

represent normality, how the situation should be and not as being a struggle. They referred to it 

as an alternative to life, where people have more than just an opportunity at Rosia Montana 

“The alternative should be the normality, but let’s use it like this, alternative. Obviously, what we 

propose to do is an alternative to mining, no matter if the state or a private company propose it. 

In the same time, it’s an alternative to mass tourism, very popular nowadays, that offers little to 

the tourist and harms the community. Those are some ways, and it is an alternative to a way of 

living. Because, otherwise, if the idea of tourism wouldn’t exist or the possibility of doing tourism, 

the people would have had to take other directions, in other places, kilometres away from home, 

that’s why it is an alternative for a way of living.” (Personal Interview, Respondent 4) 

As we observe, the alternatives at Rosia Montana emerged as being a part of a conflict, 

where the existence of a threat influenced their creation. The risks that the mining project would 

have brought nurtured the construction of a new possibility. Therefore, the alternatives exist as 

taking part of the mining project, as they evolved because of the mining project.  

Alternative development in the case of Rosia Montana represents the possibility for 

another future for the people living there, a situation where the locals can continue their lives, 
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living in Rosia Montana while having the chance of constructing a future that allows them to 

preserve and protect their community. They explain how the mining project already changed 

what Rosia Montana was through the way that the community was divided, and they highlight the 

urgency of the case as being a community at risk of disappearing. The idea of alternative reveals 

not only the need for alternative economies but the need of protecting Rosia Montana and the 

identity of a community for the sake of life. 

 

 

9.2 Signs of transition? 
 

The alternatives done by Rosieni can be analysed from a broader perspective, as the 

struggles lived by Rosieni are not portraying a particular case nor a particular context. The 

obstacles that the resistance to mining is facing are due to a wider cause that produces those 

consequences, where groups of people are compromised in the name of development. The case 

of Rosia Montana represents a situation as many others, where development conquered the 

reality of individuals, defining ways of living, visions of future and social relations while it traced 

the line among people, dividing groups such as the poor and landless. 

In their struggle of legitimising alternatives, the resistance to mining combated the 

conventional way of development that was threatening their community. They refused to accept 

the single option that conventional development offered, an option that is affecting their lives 

while ignoring their needs. Regarding what Escobar (1992) was arguing, the opposition to mining 

struggled for the implementation of alternatives to development (Escobar, 1992) organising 

innovative grassroots initiatives that have a focus on “local autonomy, culture and knowledge” 

(Scheidel et al. 2017). Those alternatives are struggles to survive the conflict, to reduce the 

burdens and to create benefits for their own that could meet their requests. Alternatives at Rosia 

Montana are made to innovate the perception of what economy is and what it could be. 

As scholars mentioned these alternatives to (and not of) development (Calvário & Kallis, 

2016) intend to outline that there is “politics beyond a unilinear future, unsustainable and unjust, 

consisting primarily of economic growth” (Scheidel et al. 2017, p. 5). Even if their efforts were 

directed towards local goals, their situation expanded visions where unsustainable situations were 

put into the light, raising awareness of the civil society of Romania about structural issues of how 

nowadays society functions. By creating an alternative to development, Rosieni are imagining 

paths to a just and sustainable system. The environmental movements against the mining project 

emerged in spreading awareness among Romanians on different issues, raising a critical manner 

of perceiving different events: 

“Rosia Montana is an excellent study case that reveals the systemic problems in Romania and 

from our region; Romania is not an atypical country for East Europe, and many lessons were 

learned from this movement.” (Personal interview, Respondent 1) 
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“For me, Rosia Montana was like the centre of the world, because the most progressive 

individuals from Romania, the most active people on themes such as the environment, they were 

getting involved in the campaign. Because of this, I was seeing the energies needed for Romania 

to improve, to progress, where citizens are becoming active compared to the type of passivity 

that we were used during the communist era and even after, on civic themes.” (Personal 

interview, Respondent 6) 

 The fight of Rosieni has represented an important step for the development of rural 

spaces in the Romanian context, as their actions epitomised the fight of the peasants for justice. 

As a byproduct, associations such as Eco Ruralis were formed, that fights for peasants’ rights to 

practice non-industrialized sustainable farming, claiming the right to protect food sovereignty and 

consumers health (Eco Ruralis). Eco Ruralis takes part of a wider transnational agrarian movement 

called La Via Campesina (LVC) that has the aim to defend peasant agriculture in front of large-

scale industrial agriculture; LVC is promoting agroecology and is trying to make education 

accessible for poor groups (Scheidel et al. 2017). Eco Ruralis debated the problems from Rosia 

Montana in a European context about the issue of land-grabbing as well as the importance of the 

peasants’ status in Romania, representing an important aspect of the case.  

As we see, the ecological distribution conflict nurtured alternatives to development at 

Rosia Montana, but it also contributed to raising awareness at a national level. The conflict 

nurtured new visions locally and nationally, where individuals acted towards change. Those 

alternatives may represent important factors that are aiming towards transitions to sustainability 

because individuals are recognising unsustainability patterns and are trying to combat them. 

The manifestation of ecological distribution conflicts nurtured not only activism but also 

different visions of what a good life means. Those clashes are not representing only damages and 

injustices, but dreams and visions of quality of life. Those new visions can represent important 

forces towards sustainability transitions. 

 

 

9.3 Re-entering the conflict spiral? 
 

However, are those alternatives powerful enough to make transitions to sustainability?  

Will this mean that sustainability will be achieved? As Scheidel et al. explained, sustainability 

transitions may lead to a new socio-metabolic configuration. However, this reorganisation may 

form new conflicts where burdens and benefits occur. Scholars remark how “such mistakenly 

called sustainable transition would produce new socio-metabolic configurations that are as 

conflictive and unsustainable as the previous” (Scheidel et al. 2017) thus restarting the conflict 

spiral. 
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Considering that the initiatives for alternative development are experiencing obstacles 

such as the lack of support of the local authorities or the influence of the Company, could this 

mean that those continuous struggles are leading to a new set of injustices, therefore, restarting 

a new conflict? In response to this question, further research is needed to investigate the 

aftermath at Rosia Montana.  

As we see, the path towards sustainable development is a risky one since at times it feels 

like we are spinning in circles. What can be done to make this dangerous conflict circle stop 

spinning? 

A reconfiguration of the societal metabolism is needed, where deeper changes that 

concern broader structures and the way they are governed should be addressed. We should 

reflect thoroughly to understand how the socio-metabolic configurations are working and to 

visualise how this mechanism is causing ecological distribution conflicts in order to prevent them 

(Scheidel et al. 2017). Indeed, it is a challenging goal, yet we observe that the efforts done by the 

people struggling for its achievement can take different directions. 

In the situation of Rosia Montana, the ecological distribution conflict nurtured actions at 

a local level and awareness at the national level. In this case, it is early to assume if those visions 

of sustainability will contribute to changes in the social metabolism as we observe from the case. 

What we can assume is that transitions are being made at Rosia Montana as the conflicts beard 

by the opposition to mining held “tremendous power of mobilising social forces for change”. 

(Scheidel et al. 2017, p. 11). However, we shall see towards what those changes are heading. 

In the case, the conflict did produce a positive change as it gave the opposition to mining 

the power to fight for the sustainability of their lives. 

 “This resistance was for their lives; it is not just resistance against capitalism or the social-political 

system; we have to be awake and to assure that we are forming our lives, principles and values 

by human rights, by what is good for all of us.” (Personal Interview, Interview 1) 
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10. Conclusions 
 

This paper has aimed to assess the extent that conflict over Rosia Montana represents an 

example of an environmental conflict that engenders change towards sustainable development. In 

doing this, I explained how the conflict around the case of Rosia Montana could represent an 

ecological distribution conflict, which created outcomes of a different nature. I presented those 

outcomes by revealing how throughout the Save Rosia Montana Campaign, the idea of an 

alternative development took birth and materialised into initiatives, which promoted a vision of 

what the opposition to mining understands through sustainable development.  

I also introduced the challenges that those alternatives to development are facing in their 

efforts to promote sustainability. Furthermore, I placed the case into the conceptual framework 

proposed by Scheidel et al. to show how the alternatives of development from Rosia Montana 

emerged and are existing through conflict. The ecological distribution conflict created damages 

and injustices, but in the same time those damages nurtured a new vision of perceiving life at 

Rosia Montana. This has motivated the opposition to mining to act and change the situation by 

legitimising alternative spaces. In this sense, the alternatives to development from Rosia Montana 

were nurtured in conflict as those initiatives happened because the mining project was threatening 

their lives. 

  As explained in the theoretical framework and also presented in the case, this awareness, 

followed by reaction through initiatives, can contribute to sustainability transitions. The 

manifestation of the ecologic distribution conflict sustained forces towards change. In this sense, 

the case of Rosia Montana represents an example of how “struggles over environmental conflicts 

can contribute to processes towards sustainability” (Scheidel et al. 2017).   

At the same time, I am questioning the role of the challenges faced by the alternatives to 

development as they might be signs of re-entering the conflict spiral as those obstacles might 

sustain the emergence of a new set of benefits and burdens. To see if those forces will be powerful 

enough to bring the opposition closer to sustainability, further research is needed.  

However, we should not limit the case of Rosia Montana nor the entire process of 

sustainability transitions to this idea. Others perceive transitions as being a product of mediating 

conflicts, where democracy should play an essential role. Some visualise paths to sustainable 

development through conflict negotiation, where compromise and balance play essential roles. 

However, all those approaches are proposing a configuration of how society is working nowadays, 

a shift that implies considerable changes to allow sustainability to happen.  

Regarding the framework, we should not perceive the concept of conflict in a negative 

sense. As political ecologists stressed, conflicts such as the one from Rosia Montana, reflect how 

alternatives are produced to legitimise different languages of valuation, where the undermined 
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groups are requesting justice through the acceptance of their version of valuation. As Escobar 

explained, to overcome conflict, we have to accept diversity, so we can let coexistence take place 

(Escobar, 2006). That is why political ecologists stress the importance of the activists that are 

producing alternatives to development, because through alternatives they are encouraging 

diversity. Activists are producing political debates from bottom-up as requests for participation 

and their demand for being heard while addressing democracy itself. 

This paper reveals a way of perceiving processes of sustainability transitions. People often 

question how such processes are developing, trying to discern the factors that are influencing 

transitions. As we know, sustainability is considered a highly contested concept with a challenging 

goal thus we need to reflect on it in various ways by using a multidirectional approach that could 

encompass its complexity.  
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Appendices 
 

Interview guide – Initiatives 

1. What is the situation now in Rosia Montana? Can you sketch a profile of the place? 

 

2. If you were to make a comparison between what Rosia was before (after the protests) versus what it is now, what 

did you notice? How has the place changed? Is Rosia Montana vulnerable now? Argument. Do you consider that 

the movements of the opposition to the mining project helped to redefine the place or the identity of Rosia 

Montana in general? In what way? And in what kind of identity? 

 

3. Do you think that people are now more or less involved in the Rosia Montana case? Why? In what way? 

 

4. Do you have any idea what is the USR's position on the Rosia Montana case? Are there any projects/collaborations 

made for the Rosia Montana case? If so, what do those? 

 

5. What is the position of DEMOS regarding the case of Rosia Montana? Are there projects/collaborations made for 

the Rosia Montana case? Details. If so, what are they? Have there been obstacles in their realisation? Is there any 

collaboration between DEMOS and initiatives such as Living with Purpose or Adopting a House? Or other 

initiatives/ organisations? 

 

6. Do you know other initiatives or organisations that are directly involved in Rosia Montana? Which are these? 

What is their purpose? 

 

7. Considering that the decision to include Rosia Montana in UNESCO will be in July, what is the political context of 

this case at the moment? Who are the supporters and opponents? How do national politics perceive Rosia 

Montana? Argument. 

 

8. What would the rejection of the UNESCO patrimony mean for Rosia Montana? Are actions ready for such a 

scenario? 

 

9. Do you think that the situation of Rosia Montana would change considerably if it were included in the UNESCO 

patrimony? In what way? Do you think this decision would have a strong impact at a national level? In what way? 

 

10. What is your vision of the possibilities for alternative / sustainable development in Rosia Montana? For starters, 

what do you mean by the alternative? Alternative to Mining? Alternative to the neo-liberal market system, etc.? 

And what do you understand through sustainable development? How do you perceive Moldova's potential for 

sustainable development? Possibilities / Limitations? 
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11. Do you think Moldova has the potential to become self-sustaining through tourism and organic farming? Or 

through other activities? Argument 

 

12. Turning to the initiatives we talked about earlier (Living with Purpose, Adopt a House, etc.), do you consider these 

initiatives to be important steps for sustainable development of the place? How do you judge their impact? Do you 

think there is a need for more initiatives like this? Or should there be actions aimed at other purposes that require 

attention? 

In your opinion, sustainable development initiatives only address the economic dimension of the problem? 

 

13. Do you think Rosia Montana could become a "sustainable city"? 

 

Elite Interview Guide 

My name is Denisa Leonte; I am a master student in sustainable development studies at the University of Örebro. I 

write my dissertation paper on the Rosia Montana case, namely the emergence of sustainable development 

initiatives as a result of anti-mining movements. 

These questions are meant to help me understand more about what is happening now at Rosia Montana and how 

sustainable development initiatives have emerged and developed. 

 

1. How did the initiative start? What was the moment when you decided to take this initiative? How did it 

materialise? 

2. What is the purpose of the initiative? What is the intention? How did you self-characterise your initiative? 

With a cultural purpose? Economic? And how would they define it? 

3. Why and in what sense what you do can be considered an alternative? How would you define the term 

alternative? Alternative to what? To mining? The neoliberal market? 

4. What do you mean by sustainable development? To what extent does this contribute to sustainable 

development of the area? 

5. Do you think this initiative is important to represent the opposition to the mining project? What do you 

resist with this effort? 

6. Who are the people involved? Have you been more at the beginning or have you become more on the 

initiative now? (I ask this to see if the interest in rescuing the Rosia Montana was higher at the beginning, in the 

period after the protests, or now when everyone seems to have forgotten about the Rosia Montana) Do you 

collaborate with other organisations or informal groups? 

7. What does this initiative contribute to the welfare of Rosia Montana? Why do you think it is necessary for 

Rosia Montana? 

8. What kind of tourism does the initiative contribute to? Argument and define. Do you think it's more 

suitable for Rosia Montana? How do you envision another way of doing tourism in this area? What would be 

appropriate and what not? 

9. How is the initiative managed? What were the projects so far? Have you encountered obstacles in their 

realization? Any opposition? Have there been ideas / activities that you could not materialize? 

10. Is there any opposition to your initiative? Do you have any idea how to argue? 

11. What is the position of local authorities about this initiative? Have there been conflicts of any kind? 

12. What are your short-term goals? But in the long run? Are they enough? 
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13. In the brainstorming of the activities or even in their implementation, what role did the locals have? How 

do local people participate in the decision-making process? How would you characterise their input, are there 

many who take part in these meetings? Have they actively participated in the development of these projects? 

To what extent? 

14. How is the initiative seen by locals? Do you think the initiative has many supporters? What would they be? 

Are they directly involved in the initiative? 

15. How do you think the initiative has worked so far? Shattered expectations or pleasant surprises? 

16. Are you aware of an increase in the number of tourists since the initiative? Do you guys track this impact? 

17. What jobs are available to locals? 

18. How do you think the activities you organize influence the local economy? Do you consider that the action 

has made a significant contribution to the local economy or the income of local people in general? 

19. I read on the internet how you said about the local community, which has suffered disunity with the 

expansion of the number of people supporting the mining project and that this has caused many conflicts. 

Have these conflicts improved? Do you consider that ... has contributed to alleviating these tensions? Explain 

to me how you perceive the social impact of the community through .... 

20. Do you think there is a need for more initiatives in the style of Living with Rost? Or should there be 

actions aimed at other purposes that require attention? argument 

21. How do you see Rosia Montana in 5 years? 

 

 

 


